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Abstract

CMOS technology, from its introduction in 1963, has found applications in ana-

log and digital electronics and nowadays it represents the main building block

of modern electronics. The performances of CMOS devices depend entirely on

the characteristics of the silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor �eld-e�ect transistors

(MOSFETs). So far the scaling of the dimensions of the transistors has allowed

to reach the needed improvements required by the market. However, the MOS-

FET scaling is approaching a limit in which a further shrinking of the devices will

not be possible anymore. For that reason it will be necessary to introduce new

materials in order to continue with the increase of the performances of electronic

devices.

From its discovery graphene has been considered as the material that could

replace silicon in future CMOS technology. Graphene is the name given to a

�at monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed into a two-dimensional honeycomb

lattice. Scienti�c and technological interests in graphene have rapidly grown

because of its extraordinary electronic properties, such as high-mobility of charge

carriers which can travel thousands of inter-atomic distances without scattering.

Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov were the �rst to perform groundbreaking

experiment on graphene sheets for which they were awarded the Nobel Prize in

Physics in 2010. Graphene has signi�cant potential for electronic applications

but, unfortunately, its applicability is currently limited by the fact that it is a

semi-metal. For that reason graphene �eld e�ect transistors (GFETs) cannot be

turned-o� and that mainly limit use of graphene in niche applications of analog

electronics.

In this thesis the e�ects of short channel length and width on the performances

of the Si MOSFETs are analyzed and a direct comparison with GFETs is made.

It is shown that it is di�cult to reach a saturation region of the drain current

in GFETs. This in�uences the voltage gain which has usually been small in

graphene circuits preventing signal ampli�cation. GFETs must exhibit an over-

unity intrinsic voltage gain in order to allow the realization of more complex
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circuits. This thesis is focused on the realization of realistic graphene digital

circuits. All steps that allow to reach that goal are described and a comparison

with Si CMOS is made.

Graphene voltage ampli�ers were fabricated starting from mechanically ex-

foliated graphene �akes. The use of very thin top-gate dielectrics allowed the

realization of graphene complementary inverters with a high voltage gain (>10

dB) operating at room temperature. Such devices could be used as the main

building block of both analog and digital graphene electronics. For instance, the

fabricated graphene inverters could be used in audio applications since it is able

to maintain an over-unity voltage gain in the audio frequency range.

In graphene digital logic gates it is also important to have an over-unity voltage

gain in order to match the input and output signals. Without signal matching it

is not possible to cascade di�erent logic gates and realistic digital circuits cannot

be realized. In order to allow the scalability of the logic gates, CVD graphene

was used. It is shown that it was possible to match the input and output signals

at room temperature for the �rst time ever. This also allowed to cascade di�erent

logic gates, which has not been demonstrated at any temperature so far.

The obtained results were the pre-requisite for the realization of realistic

graphene digital circuits, out of which the most important classes are the ring

oscillators (ROs). ROs represent the perfect device to test the ultimate perfor-

mances limits of a given technology. The �rst graphene ROs operating at giga-

hertz frequencies have demonstrated. Performance increased by reducing gate

length of the GFETs in ROs was also demonstrated.

However it is shown that graphene digital circuits cannot compete directly

with Si CMOS even though the same gate delays are obtained in both cases.

Graphene transistors have large static power dissipations compared to Si CMOS

which is a low-power consumption technology. Graphene instead could �nd ap-

plications in extremely high-frequency devices where static power dissipation is

not an issue. Graphene could replace InP in high-frequency electronics due to its

higher mobility but for this to happen further technological advances are needed.
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Chapter 1

Field-E�ect Transistors

1.1 Introduction

The metal-oxide-semiconductor �eld-e�ect transistor (MOSFET) is the most im-

portant member of the family of the �eld-e�ect transistors and it represents also

the main building block of VLSI technology in microprocessors and semiconductor

memories. The MOSFET is an unipolar or majority-carrier device since the cur-

rent is transported mainly by carriers of only one polarity (electrons in n-channel

devices and holes in p-channel devices).

It was proposed for the �rst time by J. E. Lilienfeld in the early 1930s, but it

became practical much later in the early 1960s and at �rst only n-type transistors

were produced. The revolution in semiconductor industry began in 1963, thanks

to Frank Wanlass, when the complementary MOS (CMOS) technology was intro-

duced, where n-channel and p-channel MOSFETs are fabricated side by side on

the same substrate.

The principal division of semiconductor electronics are analog and digital

circuits. CMOS devices found application in both �elds but it rapidly captured

the digital market. That is due to the fact that CMOS gates dissipate power

only during switching and require only few devices. CMOS technology became

attractive also thanks to low fabrication costs and to the possibility of placing

both analog and digital circuits on the same chip, improving the performances

and reducing the cost of packaging.

The modern digital logic is completely based on that type of technology, where

di�erent type of transistors are combined in order to perform a certain logic

operation. So we can say that nowadays digital logic circuits depends entirely on

the performance of a single type of device: the MOSFET.

Till now the scaling of the CMOS devices has provided the needed performance

1



CHAPTER 1. FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 2

Figure 1.1.1: MOSFET channel length scaling in integrated circuits (�lled red
circles) and International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS) targets
(empty red circles) together with the number of transistors per processor chips
(blue stars). Taken from reference [31].

improvements required by the market from one generation of integrated circuits to

the next one. Figure 1.1.1 show the progress made by the companies in shrinking

the dimension of the devices from 1970 to nowadays. However it seems now

that the MOSFET scaling is approaching its limit and that in the future it will

be necessary to introduce new materials and device concepts in order to have

performance improvements. In this view graphene could be the material of the

future CMOS technology.

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the basic knowledge about physics

and modeling of standard silicon MOSFETs and to compare these devices with

graphene �eld e�ect transistors (GFETs).

1.2 Physics and characteristics of MOSFETs

The basic structure of an n-channel MOSFET is shown in �gure 1.2.1a. It can be

seen as a four-terminal device that is formed by a p-type semiconductor substrate,

which is named bulk (B), into which there are two n+ regions, that formed the

source (S) and drain (D). A metal contact on an insulator is named gate (G)

and it acts as a control electrode [18, 35, 3, 36]. Figure 1.2.1b shows the device
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.1: n-channel MOSFETs (a) symbols, (b) current and voltages. Taken
from reference [18].

voltages, where V GSn represents the gate-source voltage that is used to control

the value of the drain current IDn which �ows through the device from drain to

source.

The main part of the device, as it can be seen in �gure 1.2.2a, consists of a

metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS), which is formed by the gate (G) on top of an

insulating layer (typically silicon dioxide). Underneath the gate there is a p-type

silicon epitaxial layer (S) on top of a p+ substrate. The physics of the MOS

structure, when is coupled with the source and the drain, is the origin of the I-V

characteristic of the device.

There are several basic device parameters that have to be considered for the

circuits design. One of them is the channel length L of the MOSFET, which

is de�ned by the distance between the two n+ regions shown in �gure 1.2.2a,

since this critical dimension in�uences the electrical characteristics of the device.

There is also the channel width W , indicated in �gure 1.2.2b, which is the region

that supports the current �ow between source and drain, that together with

the channel length de�nes the aspect ratio, de�ned as W/L. Other important

parameters are the insulator thickness xox, the substrate dopingNa and the drawn

channel length L′ (�gure 1.2.2b), that is e�ective length of the gate electrode and

is larger than the channel length L.

Another extremely important parameter of a MOSFET is the threshold volt-

age V T and it is used as a reference for the I-V characteristics of the device.

Typically the transistors in CMOS design are based on enhancement-mode (E-

mode) where V GSn is used to enhance the conduction between the source and the

drain. This parameter is particularly relevant for high performance circuits and

in an n-channel E-mode transistor it assumes a positive value (V Tn > 0), which

range usually from 0.5 V to 0.9 V.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.2: nFETs (a) cross-sectional view, (b) top view. Taken from reference
[18].

In an ideal n-channel MOSFET the transistor is placed in a cut-o� state when

the gate source voltage has the value VGSn < VTn, and ideally the current that

�ows into the channel is zero. Instead if the voltage of the gate source is increased

to V GSn > VTn the transistor is in the active mode and it can conduct a current

IDn. In practice the value of V GSn relative to V Tn determines the value of the

current IDn inside the channel and so if the transistor is in a ON or OFF state.

The physics of a p-channel MOSFET will not be described since if is the

complement of the one that will be used for an n-channel device. The p-channel

MOSFET is obtained by changing n-type regions of source and drain into p-type,

p-type substrate into n-type, reversing the electrons with holes, the polarities of

the voltages and the direction of the current.

1.2.1 The threshold voltage

The central MOS structure,which has the characteristics of a simple capacitor, is

the part of the MOSFET that can allow the conduction between source and drain.

This unique property is due to the fact that an electric �eld can penetrate into

a semiconductor for a small distance and this can change the charge distribution

at the the surface.

Typically the oxide capacitance per unit area is expressed as Cox = εox/xox in

units of F/cm2, where εox is the oxide permittivity. In current technologies the

oxide thickness is less then 10 nm, which gives values of the oxide capacitance of

the order of 10−7 F/cm2 or even bigger. In this type of device it is better to have

thin oxides in order to increase capacitance since in this way the conduction in

the MOSFET can be better controlled.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.3: (a) potential distribution in a MOS structure, (b) band diagram of
the MOS under strong inversion. Taken from reference [35].

With the aim of trying to �nd the origin and the characteristics of the thresh-

old voltage, let us start at the beginning to take into account the basic MOS

structure. The gate voltage VG is used to control the charge carrier density at the

semiconductor surface and in particular negative charge is induced in the semi-

conductor region under the oxide when VG > 0. This is due to the �eld-e�ect:

using the external voltage an electric �eld can be created and it can penetrate

into the semiconductor and control the charge densities. Using Kircho�'s voltage

law on the circuit the gate voltage can be expressed like

VG = Vox + φS (1.2.1)

where Vox is the voltage across the oxide and φS is the surface potential whose

behavior is shown in �gure 1.2.3a. From the expression 1.2.1 can be understood

that if VG is increased, also φS is increased and this gives stronger electric �eld

in the semiconductor.

The surface charge density QS can be de�ned as the total charge at the surface

of the semiconductor into the p-type bulk and is expressed with units of C/cm2.

As it can be seen in �gure 1.2.4a, for small values of VG a depletion region is

created and it is formed by a negative space charge in order to support the

electric �eld. This type of charge is due to ionized acceptor atoms and it takes

the name of bulk charge, that can be written as

QB = −
√

2qεSiNaφS. (1.2.2)

In this formula, εSi is the permittivity of the silicon, Na is the acceptor dop-

ing density in the substrate and q is the elementary charge. In this case QS is

completely formed by the bulk charge, which means QS = QB, and since it is
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.4: (a) depletion and (b) inversion in a MOS structure. Taken from
reference [18].

composed by ionized atoms it is an immobile charge.

When the gate voltage is increased to reach the threshold voltage (VG = VTn),

at the surface of the semiconductor a thin layer of electrons, called inversion layer,

is formed with a surface charge density Qn. In the case VG > VTn the inversion

charge Qn will contribute to the surface charge density, which is given now by

QS = QB +Qn. (1.2.3)

This operational mode is called inversion and is characterized by the charges

present in �gure 1.2.4b.

The depletion and inversion mode could also be described by the point of

view of the energy band across the MOS. When a positive voltage is applied

to the metal, its Fermi level moves downward and in this way it creates a �eld

in the oxide layer which accelerates the negative charges in the direction of the

metal electrode. A similar �eld is induced in the p-semiconductor and causes the

band bending at the surface. If the voltage is high enough, the band bending is so

strong that it can create a wide depletion region and an inversion region as shown

in �gure 1.2.3b. In the case of depletion the valence band close to the surface is

more far away from the Fermi level with respect to the valence band in the bulk.

The holes concentration close to the surface is lower than the one in the bulk and

it can be seen as if the holes are repelled from the interface with the oxide by

the positive voltage. For inversion the conduction band at the surface is closer

to the Fermi level compared to the valence band and the holes are depleted from

the surface. This condition is energetically favorable for electrons to populate the
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conduction band and the surface behaves like an n-type material.

Di�erently from bulk charge, inversion charge is made by mobile electrons

that can move in the direction parallel to the surface. If V G is increased further

the charge in the depletion region QB remains approximately constant while Qn

continues to increase, providing a larger current from source to drain.

In this mode the surface potential φS that is needed to form the inversion

layer can be written as

φS ≈ 2 |φF | = 2

(
kT

q

)
ln

(
Na

ni

)
(1.2.4)

where φF is the bulk Fermi potential and ni ≈ 1.45 × 1010cm3 is the intrinsic

density of silicon. From the equation 1.2.4 it can be seen that the value of the

surface potential depends on the substrate doping Na, which is typically equal to

1015 cm3 and gives values of φS ≈ 0.58 V.

In order to �nd an expression for the threshold voltage it has to be taken into

account the case when the inversion layer has just started to form, which means

VG = VTn and Qn ≈ 0, so that QB is the total charge at the surface. Using the

capacitive relation Q = CV together with equations 1.2.2 and 1.2.4, the oxide

voltage is given by

Vox =
|QB|
Cox

=

√
2qεSiNa (2 |φF |)

Cox
. (1.2.5)

Due to the Kirchho� equation the ideal threshold voltage is given by

V ideal
Tn = 2 |φF |+

1

Cox

√
2qεSiNa (2 |φF |) (1.2.6)

which is ideal expression because it takes into account that the MOS structure is

a perfect insulator and ignores the fact that the materials that form the substrate

and the gate are usually di�erent.

To �nd an expression for the threshold voltage that can be used for realistic

MOS structure two e�ects has to be taken into account: charge traps in the

oxide that can modify the electric �eld and the di�erence in terms of electrical

characteristics of the di�erent materials of the gate and the substrate. To do this

the �at-band voltage has to be introduced and it can be written as

VFB = (φG − φS)− 1

Cox
(Qf +Qox) (1.2.7)

where (φG − φS) is the di�erence of the work function between the gate and the

substrate, Qf is the surface charge density at the interface between insulator and
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semiconductor and Qox is the charge trapped in the oxide. Qox mostly originates

from the alkali impurity ions, such as Na+ and K+, that are trapped in the oxide.

These kind of impurities are able to move under an applied electric �eld and in

this way they can generate unstable threshold voltages. To reduce the e�ect of

trapped charge the oxidation process is performed in chlorinated atmosphere, so

the alkali contaminants form neutral NaCl and KCl salts do not a�ect the V Tn

stability. Qf instead is due to the change in composition passing from silicon to

silicon dioxide and in cannot be removed, it can only be minimized by the use of

a thermal annealing.

Now incorporating the �at-band voltage into equation 1.2.6, V Tn can be ex-

pressed as

VTn = VFB + 2 |φF |+
1

Cox

√
2qεSiNa (2 |φF |). (1.2.8)

However, with standard processing condition, the �at-band voltage assumes

typically negative values and usually it brings to negative threshold voltages. For

standard CMOS circuits V Tn should have positive values since positive values of

power supply are used. This problem can be solved implanting acceptor ions into

the substrate, with a dose D1 that gives the number of inons/cm2. Using this

process, called threshold adjustment ion implant, an additional bulk charge is

introduced at the surface and this induce a positive shift of the threshold voltage

that can reach typical working values of 0.7 V. With that adjustment in the

inversion regime the inversion charge density can be expressed like

Qn = −Cox (VG − VTn) (1.2.9)

which modi�es the equation 1.2.8 as follows

VTn = VFB + 2 |φF |+
1

Cox

√
2qεSiNa (2 |φF |)±

qD1

Cox
. (1.2.10)

Now that an expression for the threshold voltage in a MOS structure was

found, it should be updated in the case of a MOSFET. In fact, even if the value

of V Tn is similar to the one of the MOS structure, equation 1.2.10 should be

modi�ed in order to take in account the application of a voltage between source

and drain. Considering the MOSFET device in �gure 1.2.5a, with the p-type

substrate grounded, the application of source-bulk voltage V SBn, induces a shift

of the threshold voltage to higher values. This is due to the fact that V SBn

introduces a reverse-bias at the interface between the p-substrate and the n-

channel, which increases the bulk depletion charge QB. This is called the body-
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.5: (a) MOSFET biased in inversion mode, (b) body bias e�ect. Taken
from reference [18].

bias e�ect and as a result the threshold voltage can be written as

VTn = VFB + 2 |φF |+
1

Cox

√
2qεSiNa (2 |φF |+ VSBn)± qD1

Cox
. (1.2.11)

If zero-body bias threshold voltage V T0n is de�ned, applying V SBn the thresh-

old voltage is increased by

4VTn = (VTn − VT0n) = γ
(√

2 |φF |+ VSBn −
√

2 |φF |
)

(1.2.12)

where γ is the body-bias factor in units of V 1/2 and it can be written as

γ =
1

Cox

√
2qεSiNa. (1.2.13)

In this way, using equations 1.2.11 and 1.2.12, the threshold voltage is given

by

VTn = VT0n + γ
(√

2 |φF |+ VSBn −
√

2 |φF |
)

(1.2.14)

which is plotted in �gure 1.2.5b in which the square-root dependance of VTn can

be observed.

1.2.2 Current-voltage characteristics

The I-V characteristics of MOSFETs can be derived using some basic assump-

tions: the MOS capacitor structure is an ideal insulator, the are no interface

traps nor mobile oxide charges, only drift current will be taken into account, the

doping in the channel is uniform and everything will be treated using the gradual-

channel approximation. The last condition is the most important and it assumes

that the longitudinal �eld Ey (along the channel) is much less then transverse
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.6: MOSFET charges in (a) OFF state and (b) ON state. Taken from
reference [18].

�eld Ex (perpendicular to the channel) and is valid for long channel length with

dimensions around 20 µm.

Consider the case in which the MOSFET is in OFF state, when VGSn < VTn

as shown in �gure 1.2.6a. In this mode the gate voltage is not high enough to

induce the formation of the inversion layer, so the only charge present is the bulk

charge QB below the oxide. Between the drain and the source there are two p-

junctions, which have respectively a reverse-bias across it and a zero-bias applied,

that blocks the �ow of current, resulting in IDn ≈ 0. While the situation in the

ON state is completely di�erent. In fact with VGSn ≥ VTn, the electron inversion

layer is formed and allows the formation of the conduction channel from the drain

to the source as it can be seen in �gure 1.2.6b. In this way when drain to source

voltage V DSn is applied the channel electric �eld is formed. The �eld forces the

electrons to move from the source to the drain resulting in a drift current IDn in

the opposite direction, that can be calculated in function of V GSn and VDSn. In

the channel, in this regime, there is an electron inversion charge given by

Qn = −Cox [VGSn − VTn − V (y)] (1.2.15)

where V (y) is the electrical potential function generated by V DSn that creates an

electric �eld in the channel E = dV/dy. The negative sign in the equation 1.2.15

is needed since the channel consists of negative electrons, in this way Qn < 0.

The corresponding boundary conditions of the channel potential are

V (0) = VS = 0

V (L) = VDSn.
(1.2.16)

In order to �nd the I-V equations for the MOSFET it can be used the channel
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Figure 1.2.7: Channel geometry of the MOSFET. Taken from reference [18].

geometry shown in �gure 1.2.7. Note that the channel act as a resistor and by

considering a di�erential segment dy with a rectangular shape, through which the

current IDn �ows, the resistance is given by

dR =
dy

σAl
(1.2.17)

where σ is the conductivity of the section and Al is the cross-sectional area. This

area could be expressed as Al = Wxl, where W is the channel width and xl the

thickness of the channel inversion layer. The conductivity is given by σ = qµnnl,

where µn is the electron surface mobility and nl is the electron density of the

channel. Combining these two informations the denominator of equation 1.2.17

can be written as

σAl = qµnnlWxl = −µnWQn. (1.2.18)

At this point the voltage that drops on the segment of the channel dy is

dV = − IDndy

µnWQn

(1.2.19)

where the negative sign is due to the fact that the current �ows in the -y direction.

Substituting Qn and integrating from y = 0 to y = L the general expression for

IDn is expressed by

IDn = kn

(
W

L

) VDSnˆ

V=0

[VGSn − VTn − V (y)] dV (1.2.20)
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Figure 1.2.8: I-V characteristics of MOSFET, where the dash lines separate the
di�erent regions. Taken from reference [35].

where kn = µnCox in units of A/V2 is the process parameter. Since the aspect

ratio (W/L) is an important parameter of the geometry of the MOSFET that

in�uence the current of the device, it is worthed to introduce the device parameter

that can be written as

βn = kn

(
W

L

)
. (1.2.21)

Starting from equation 1.2.20 and assuming V Tn constant in the channel it

is possible to �nd the the basic I-V characteristics of an ideal MOSFET using

the square-law model. This approach predicts that at the beginning, for a given

value of V GSn, the drain current IDn increase linearly with the drain voltage

V DSn (linear region), then it starts to level o� (nonlinear region) and at the end

it approaches a saturated value (saturation region). In �gure 1.2.8 it is possible

to see the three di�erent regions and in particular the dash line on the right it

corresponds to the values of V DSn where the drain current reaches its maximum

value IDsat.

Now the di�erent operations of the device will be discussed in order to better

understand what happens in every single region. Start to consider the case in

which a positive voltage is applied to the gate, high enough to obtain an inversion

at the interface of the semiconductor. With a drain-source voltage applied, the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.2.9: MOSFET operating in (a) linear region, (b) on set of saturation
when VDSn = Vsat and (c) in saturation region. Taken from reference [35].

conductive channel will be formed and in this way the current can �ow from

source to drain, as shown in �gure 1.2.9a.

If a small V DSn is taken into account equation 1.2.20 can be reduced to

IDn =
βn
2

[
2 (VGSn − VTn)VDSn − V 2

DSn

]
(1.2.22)

and it describes the so called non-saturated current �ow. In particular for values

of V DSn � (VGSn − VTn) the channel act as a linear resistor equal to

Ron =
1

βn(VGSn − VTn)
. (1.2.23)
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This corresponds to the linear region where the current IDn is proportional to

the drain source voltage V DSn.

As the drain-source voltage increases the current goes into the non linear re-

gion since the charge close to the drain is reduced by the channel potential. It

will reach a point at which the inversion charge at the drain Qn (L) is approx-

imately zero as can be seen in �gure 1.2.9b. This point is called of pinch-o�

point. The equation 1.2.20 predicts increasing of the current that reaches a peak

and for higher V DSn it drops. The decrease in the current is not physical and it

corresponds to the case in which the charge of the inversion layer at the drain

becomes Qn (L) = 0.

The maximum value of the current IDsat occurs when

∂IDn
∂VDSn

=
βn
2

[(VGSn − VTn)− VDSn] = 0. (1.2.24)

In this condition the value of V DSn de�nes the saturation voltage as the in-

crement

Vsat = VGSn − VTn (1.2.25)

as shown in �gure 1.2.8. Equation 1.2.22 is valid only for V DSn ≤ Vsat. The

current IDsat at the saturation voltage can be obtain simply noting that in this

condition V (L) = Vsat and Qn (L) = 0, which gives

IDsat = IDn |VDSn=Vsat=
βn
2

(VGSn − VTn)2 . (1.2.26)

Looking the the �gure 1.2.8, that shows a family of curves for di�erent values

of V sat, the border between the non linear region and the saturation region is

approximately parabolic since it can be written

ID |border=
βn
2
V 2
sat. (1.2.27)

For voltages higher then V sat the simplest approximation is to extend the

maximum value of current and in this way keep it constant. In fact in the sat-

uration region the pinch-o� point starts to move toward the source keeping the

voltage of the pinch-o� point at V sat. In practice the number of carriers, and

so the current, that arriving at the pinch-o� point remain the same. The only

thing that change is the channel length that in this case it reduces to Lsat as

shown in �gure 1.2.9c. The expression for IDn in the saturation region could

be modi�ed trying to take into account the phenomena of the so called channel

length modulation, which becomes relevant when Lsat is a very small part of the
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Figure 1.2.10: Drain current in function of gate-source voltage on a logarithmic
scale (on the left) and on a linear scale (on the right). Taken from reference[31].

original channel. The value of the current could be adjust by starting from the

saturated value and adding a factor, writing in this way

IDn =
βn
2

(VGSn − VTn)2 [1 + λ (VDSn − Vsat)] (1.2.28)

where λ is the channel-length modulation parameter. The change of the e�ective

length of the channel will slightly increase the drain current with the increment

of the drain-source voltage.

Depending on the gate and source-drain voltages the MOSFET can be biased

in the sub-threshold region when V GSn < VTn, or into the saturation region when

V GSn > VTn. In a linear scale the drain current IDn seems to approach zero

immediately below the threshold voltage. If everything is plotted on logarithmic

scale it can be seen that in reality the drain current remains at non negligible

values for V GSn < VTn, as shown in �gure 1.2.10. This is due to the fact that

the inversion charge density Qn does not drop instantaneously to zero. The sub-

threshold region shows how fast the current drops and so it describes how a

MOSFET switches o�. This behavior is particularly important for low-voltage

and low-power applications, such as in digital logic and in memory circuits.

It is useful to de�ne the sub-threshold swing S, which is the inverse of the

sub-threshold slope, that quanti�es how fastly the transistor is turned o� by the
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gate voltage V GSn. This parameter is de�ned as the gate voltage that is needed

in order to induce a change in the drain current of one order of magnitude, so it

can be calculated as

S =
dVGSn

d (logIDn)
= 2.3

kT

q

(
1 +

Cd
Cox

)
(1.2.29)

where Cd is the depletion capacitance which will be introduced in the next section.

The minimum value of S can be found by considering Cox → ∞ which leads

to 60 mV/dec at room temperature, but in the state of the art MOSFETs is

typically 80-100 mV/dec due to parasitic components. In order to have sharp

sub-threshold voltage, which means small values of S, it would be excellent to

have low channel doping, thin oxide layers low interface traps density and low

temperature operation.

Considering the saturation region, another important �gure of merit that can

be de�ned is the transconductance gm that corresponds to how well the device

current responds to a voltage change, as is shown in �gure 1.2.10. It can be

expressed a

gm =
∂ID
∂VGSn

|VDSn=const= βn (VGSn − VTn) . (1.2.30)

In practice the transconductance gm represents the sensitivity of the device. It

would be better to have high values of gm so that a small change in V GSn results

in a large change of IDn. Typical values of gm are between 10 and 30 mS/µm for

a 65 nm technology node.

In �gure 1.2.10 another important parameter can be extracted: the ON/OFF

ratio. It represents the ratio between the ON current and the OFF current of the

MOSFET and it gives an idea of the performance of the digital switching of the

device. Higher the value the better the switching capability is and in the current

state of the art of silicon CMOS digital circuits the ratio Ion/Ioff is in between

104 and 107 [31].

In radio-frequency applications �gures of merit are the cut-o� frequency fT

and the maximum oscillation frequency fMAX . In this case the transistor is driven

in the ON-state and a small radio frequency signal that has to be ampli�ed is

superimposed on the gate-source voltage V GS [31, 32]. Small variation of V GS can

change the concentration of the carriers in the channel and consequently the drain

current of the device. For such operation the device does not need to be turned-o�.

The cut-o� frequency is the frequency at which the magnitude of the small-signal

current gain drops to unity (0 dB) while the maximum oscillation frequency

corresponds to the case in which the power gain equals unity. The maximum
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.11: (a) Drain current and cut-o� frequency, (b) transconductance, gate
capacitance and output conductance in function of the drain-source voltage V DS

of a radio-frequency GaAs transistor. Taken from reference [31].

oscillation frequency fMAX represents the upper limit of the transistors action

which loses the capability to amplify a signal. In radio-frequency applications

both fT and fMAX should to be maximized. They are given by

fT =
gm
2π

1

(CGS + CGD) [1 + gd (RS +RD) + CGDgm (RS +RD)]
(1.2.31)

fMAX =
gm

4πCGS

1√
gd (Ri +RS +RG) + gmRG

CGD

CGS

(1.2.32)

where CGS and CGD are the gate-source and gate-drain capacitances and Ri, RS,

RD and RG are the internal, source, drain and gate resistances. In order to achieve

high values of fT and fMAX the transconductance gm has to be maximized and

the output conductance gd expressed as

gd =
∂ID
∂VDS

|VGS=const (1.2.33)

minimized. All other capacitances and resistances of the radio-frequency device

must also be minimized. The values of all these components depend on the DC

value of the drain-source voltage V DS and the gate-source voltage V GS. As can be

seen in �gures 1.2.11a and 1.2.11b the dependance on V DS is particularly crucial

for the FET operation. The peak of the cut-o� frequency fT occurs when the

device is driven into saturation regime where gm is close to its maximum value

and gd, CGS and CGD are as small as possible. For this reason the saturation

region of the drain current ID is important to reach the highest operating speed

of the device. This is even more evident looking the peak of fMAX which is moved
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.12: (a) Parasitic capacitances and (b) prospective view of a MOSFET.
Taken from reference [18].

deeper in the saturation where gd plays an essential role for achieving high power

gain and consequently for the maximum oscillation frequency.

1.2.3 MOSFETs modeling

An important aspect of the MOSFET technologies are the parasitic components

that exist mainly due to physical structure and operation mode. They must be

considered when a device is modeled since these elements are the limiting factors

of the circuit performances. In real devices when the current �ows from the

channel to the terminal contact, there is a small drop in the value of the voltage

at the drain and source regions due to �nite silicon resistivity and metal contact

resistance. As the channel length decreases source and drain parasitic resistances

cannot be neglected and can generate current degradation. Two parameters that

can a�ect the performances are the access resistances due to ungated part of the

channel and the contact resistance in the region where the current �ows into the

metal line.

Another key role in MOSFET devices is played by parasitic capacitances since

they in�uence the switching delay of a logic gate. In fact the capacitance deter-

mines how fast the gate of a FET can be charged to a certain potential. Looking

at �gure 1.2.12a the MOSFET's capacitances could be divided into two groups.

The �rst regards the MOS structure, related with the gate oxide capacitance, and

is constituted by CGB, CGS and CGD. Instead the second set takes into account

the depletion capacitance of the drain and the source Cn.

To de�ne the parasitic capacitances, the gate region of a MOSFET shown
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in �gure 1.2.12b has to be considered. The value of the oxide capacitance of

a transistor is very important since it in�uences the drain current through the

process parameter kn and is expressed as Cox = εox/xox with units of F/cm2. For

this type of structure the gate capacitance CG has to be take into account which

is the input capacitance seen looking to the gate and is given by

CG = CoxWL
′

(1.2.34)

where L
′

= L + 2L0 with L0 is the gate overlap distance. The gate capacitance

can be divided into di�erent contributions in this way

CG = Cg + 2Col. (1.2.35)

In particular Cg = CoxWL is the gate capacitance in which the �e�ective� channel

length L is considered and Col = CoxL0W is the overlap capacitance due to

overlap of the gate on both the drain and the source side of the transistor. For

a simple estimation it is su�cient to use the expression 1.2.34 of CG with a

reasonable value of Cox to have a quite good estimation.

Now for a better characterization gate-channel capacitances have to be ex-

amined and they are represented by CGB, CGS and CGD expressed in farads.

They originate from the coupling of the gate electrode with the channel and all

the three contributions are non linear since the channel characteristics depend

on the applied voltage. A way to de�ne these parasitics is to calculate how the

application of a given voltage changes the gate charge QG. CGS and CGD can be

written as
CGS = −

(
∂QG

∂VS

)
CGD = −

(
∂QG

∂VD

) (1.2.36)

where V S and V D are the source and drain potential measured with respect to

the gate voltage. CGB instead could be seen as composed by the series of the

gate oxide capacitance and the depletion capacitance Cd

CGB = WL

(
1

Cox
+

1

Cd

)−1

. (1.2.37)

The behavior of the three capacitors is shown in �gure 1.2.13. In the saturation

and non saturation region CGB could be neglected since the inversion layer acts

as a shield and the charge is supplied by the source and the drain. What has to

be underlined is that all the MOS capacitances increase with the channel width

W and this is not perfect from the physical point of view, but they are su�cient
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Figure 1.2.13: Gate-channel capacitances normalized to the value of CG as a
function of the operational regions of the MOSFET. Taken from reference [18].

for a �rst estimation for the design of the transistors.

Another important contribution to the limitation of the switching speed of the

device is the depletion capacitance Cd, in units of F/cm2, which also has a non

linear behavior. Cd originates from the ionized dopants in the proximity of a p-n

junction as is illustrated in �gure 1.2.14a. If a step doping pro�le is considered

with doping densities Na and Nd for the p-region and the n-region respectively,

the zero-bias capacitance can be de�ned as

Cd0 =
εSi
xd0

(1.2.38)

where

xd0 =

√
2εSiφ0

q

(
1

Na

+
1

Nd

)
(1.2.39)

is the zero-bias depletion width, with φ0 de�ned as the built-in voltage. The value

of xd0 became larger increasing the applied reverse-bias voltage V R. This means

that the depletion capacitance can be expressed in function of V R as

Cd (VR) =
Cd0√
1 + VR

φ0

(1.2.40)

which gives the behavior shown in �gure 1.2.14b.

In a MOSFET structure a great contribution of the parasitic capacitances

comes from the depletion capacitance of the source and the drain regions Cn. In
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.14: (a) depletion charges in a p-n junction, (b) behavior of the deple-
tion capacitance. Taken from reference [18].

order to describe them it is necessary to consider the typical n-channel MOS-

FET region represented in �gure 1.2.15. Source and drain regions have three

dimensional geometry, so to simplify the calculation they can be split into bot-

tom and sidewall part and the total capacitance will be obtained adding the two

components. Starting from the bottom capacitance it can be easily written as

Cbot = Cd0WX (1.2.41)

where W is the width and X the lateral extension of the source or drain re-

gion. The sidewall capacitance instead is calculated taking into account that the

sidewall has a depth xj, which brings the expression

Cside = Cd0swxj2 (W +X) . (1.2.42)

So the total zero-bias depletion capacitance of the source or drain region is

given by

Cn = Cbot + Cside = Cd0WX + Cd0sw2 (W +X) . (1.2.43)

The value of Cn is used for a �rst approximation of the performance of the

MOSFET device. In fact the depletion capacitance is non linear and, since Cn

decreases when the reverse-bias voltage is increased, the zero-bias depletion ca-

pacitance overestimates the contribution in a digital circuit analysis. All these

contributions will simply give an estimation of the total capacitance at every node

in digital CMOS circuits and will give an idea about the circuit performance.
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Figure 1.2.15: MOSFET junction geometry for the calculation of the source and
drain depletion capacitances. Taken from reference [18].

1.2.4 Scaling theory

The MOSFET model discussed so far is valid only for devices with channel length

of the order of 20 µm. In fact for smaller transistors the physics change and a�ect

the circuit operation. In this situation the scaling theory helps to understand how

the device characteristics are a�ected by the reduction of the device dimensions.

The scaling theory can be applied both to surface (lateral scaling) and vertical

(vertical scaling) features of a MOSFET so that, ideally, the long-channel behav-

ior of the internal electric �eld is preserved. With this approach it is useful to

introduce the scaling factor S > 1, that is used to shrunk the dimensions of the

long-channel transistors. In the case of the lateral scaling the channel width W ,

the channel length L and the channel area A = WL for a scaled device becomes

W ′ = W
S
,

L′ = L
S

A′ = A
S2

(1.2.44)

as shown in �gure 1.2.16. As we saw in section 1.2.2 the current in the MOSFET

is proportional to the aspect ratio (W/L) which is invariant for a transistor with

reduced lateral dimensions. This type of scaling results only in the reduction of

the area of the channel.

The MOSFET is an electric �eld-e�ect device, so performing only lateral
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Figure 1.2.16: MOSFET lateral scaling. Taken from reference [18].

scaling the electric �eld distribution in the channel will be modi�ed and this will

change the current-voltage characteristics. In order to restore the original �eld

distribution also vertical dimensions must be reduced as it can be seen in �gure

1.2.17a. The most important parameters that have to be scaled are the oxide

thickness xox and the junction depth xj, which are reduced by the scaling factor

S as is illustrated in �gure 1.2.17b. These two dimensions have an impact on the

device I-V characteristics through the values of the process parameter k and the

device parameter β. In particular larger values of k and β are desirable and this

can be done simply by increasing the oxide capacitance Cox i.e., by reducing the

oxide thickness xox. In fact for the scaled devices it can be written

x′ox = xox
S

C ′ox = εox
x′ox

= SCox
(1.2.45)

which will increase the process and the device parameters to

k′ = Sk

β′ = Sβ
(1.2.46)

since the aspect ratio is invariant. It has to be considered that the �eld-e�ect in

a MOSFET is related to the doping density Na and Nd. This means that these

two parameters must be modi�ed as well to new values N ′a and N
′
d in order to

preserve the same operational characteristics. It has to be underlined that chan-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2.17: (a) Electric �eld distribution in scaled devices, (b) MOSFET ver-
tical scaling. Taken from reference [18].

nel doping cannot be increased inde�nitely, otherwise it will lead to p-n junction

breakdown. The gate oxide thickness, for short CMOS channel lengths, has ap-

proached the low nanometer scale. In this range the gate tunneling current could

be too high in order to have an operating device. To solve this problem high per-

mittivity dielectrics must be used as gate insulators, as aluminum oxide, hafnium

oxide and yttrium oxide. In fact they can have a thicker physical thickness for

the same capacitance, reducing in this way the gate tunneling current.

The reduction of all these parameters will in�uence the square-law equations

of a MOSFET. In particular two type of scaling should be considered: full-voltage

scaling and constant-voltage scaling. In both cases the analysis starts by taking

into account the equations 1.2.22 and 1.2.26 for the non-saturated ID and satu-

rated IDsat currents respectively for the original device. In the full-voltage scaling

the scaling factor S is also used to reduce the applied voltages V DS and V GS to

V ′DS = VDS

S

V ′GS = VGS

S
.

(1.2.47)

Assuming to adjust the ion implantation so that even the threshold voltage can
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be scaled to V ′T = VT/S, the currents I
′
D and I ′Dsat of the scaled device become

I ′D = ID
S

I ′Dsat = IDsat

S
.

(1.2.48)

The interesting aspect of this approach is the power dissipation of the transistor.

In fact the power of the scaled device turns into

P ′ = I ′DV
′
DS =

ID
S

VDS
S

=
P

S2
. (1.2.49)

So in this way the area and the power dissipation of the scaled device are reduced

by the same factor, keeping constant the power dissipation per unit area.

In general is not possible to change arbitrarily the power supply. So the

constant-voltage scaling takes into account how the I-V characteristics are a�ected

when the dimension of the transistors are scaled while the applied voltages are

kept constant. Proceeding as before, I ′D, I
′
Dsat and P

′ can be written as

I ′D = SID

I ′Dsat = SIDsat

P ′ = SP

(1.2.50)

showing that with this approach there is a problem related to the power dissipa-

tion, which is increased by a factor of S.

1.2.5 Short-channel e�ects and narrow-width e�ects

Even if the scaling theory is applied correctly, as the dimension of the channel

are reduced at about 2 µm there are deviations from the long-channel behavior.

Short-channel e�ects arise from the fact that it is not possible anymore to use

the gradual-channel approximation. In fact for small transistors the potential

distribution becomes two-dimensional, since it depends both on the transverse

�eld Ex and longitudinal �eld Ey which are controlled respectively by the gate

voltage and the drain bias. This behavior can cause mainly four type of short-

channel e�ects: the threshold voltage V T is non constant with L, the drain current

ID cannot saturate with drain voltage V D, ID is not anymore proportional to 1/L

and the transistor characteristics degrade with time. The most important results

for small transistors is that the threshold voltage is reduced below the value found

in section 1.2.1. In case of long-channel devices the gate voltage V GS supports the

bulk charge QB on the entire area of the channel (WL) underneath the gate. This
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.18: (a) Bulk charge distribution in short-channel MOSFET, (b) short-
channel e�ect on threshold voltage. Taken from reference [18].

is not valid for a short-channel since there are some depletion charges induced

by the drain-bulk and source-bulk pn junctions which cannot be ignored. For

this reason, if only the bulk charge is considered, the threshold voltage will be

overestimated.

In order to calculate the reduction of the threshold voltage it is useful to

take into account the bulk charge distribution for the small-geometry transistors

shown in �gure 1.2.18a. The gate voltage that supports the bulk charge QB has a

trapezoidal shape looking at the cross-section. In particular the upper part of the

trapezoid has a length L, while the bottom one has a length Ll = L−2 (∆L) where

4L is considered to be the same on both sides. Assuming that the depletion

thickness xd of the pn junction corresponds to the maximum MOS depletion

depth, from the simple geometry of �gure 1.2.18a the change in the threshold

voltage can be calculated. So including the short-channel e�ect the threshold

voltage for an n-type MOSFET can be written as

(VTn)SCE = VTn + (4VTn)SCE (1.2.51)

where V Tn is the long-channel value. From the calculation it turns out that

(4VTn)SCE , which depends on the channel length L, has a negative value and

this explain the reduction of the threshold voltage from the long-channel value.

In �gure 1.2.18b is illustrated the general trend of the threshold voltage (VTn)SCE
in function of the channel length L.

Short-channel e�ects start to be important when the depletion regions of the

source an the drain are a relevant fraction of the channel length. If in extreme case

the widths of the depletion regions approach the channel length, the device will

be in�uenced more seriously. Usually this phenomenon is called of punch-through
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.19: Energy band diagram at the surface of the semiconductor for
(a) long-channel MOSFET and (b) short-channel MOSFET, showing the DIBL
e�ect. The dashed line represent the case for V D = 0, while for the solid line
V D > 0. Taken from reference [35].

and it consists in a large leakage current between the source and the drain. The

origin of the punch-through arises from the lowering of the barrier close to the

source and is called drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) used in �gures 1.2.19a

and 1.2.19b. In practice the drain bias can in�uence the barrier at the source

if the channel is too short, so that the carrier concentration in the channel at

the source is no longer �xed. This can be shown looking at the energy band

diagram at the semiconductor surface. In the case of a long-channel MOSFET,

the drain voltage can change the e�ective channel length but the barrier at the

source remains the same as it can be seen in �gure 1.2.19a. This is not valid for a

short-channel transistor since the lowering of the source barrier gives origin to an

injection of extra carriers as shown in �gure 1.2.19b. In punch-through condition

this e�ect is present both in the above threshold and sub-threshold regimes.

As the channel becomes shorter and shorter the internal electric �eld increases.

This has an e�ect on the value of mobility since µ = v/E, where v is the drift

velocity of the carriers. For low electric �eld the device is in the linear region so

the velocity is proportional to the electric �eld and the mobility can be assumed

as constant. In devices with channels length smaller then 1 µm the electric �eld

can exceed 103 V/cm leading to the non linear region and it is not possible

anymore to use a constant value for the mobility of electrons and holes. As the

strength of the �eld is increased the drift velocity approaches its maximum level

vs which is called saturation velocity as it can be seen in �gure 1.2.20. This value

is the maximum velocity that a charge carrier can reach inside the lattice. This

limitation is due to the fact that, even if the electric �eld tries to increase the

energy, collisions tend to remove energy from the carrier. In the case of silicon
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Figure 1.2.20: Velocity-Electric �eld relations in bulk silicon. Taken from refer-
ence [18].

at room temperature vs = 107 cm/s. This phenomena will also have an e�ect on

the current of the MOSFET: as the electric �eld will become higher, the current

will increase together with the drift velocity. When the velocity saturates also the

current reaches a constant value. It has to be noticed that this kind of mechanism

is completely di�erent from the case of constant mobility. In fact the constant

value of the current is not due to the pinch-o� point, but it is due to the saturation

velocity of the carriers. So the saturation current can be expressed as

IDsat = WCoxvs (VGS − VT )

when V DS ≥ Vsat.

The reduction of the channel length is not the only thing that can in�uence

the value of the threshold voltage. In fact decreasing the channel width W leads

to narrow width e�ects. In particular the threshold voltage, due to the shrinking

of W , exhibits larger value compared to the one found using the gradual-channel

approximation. This behavior can be understood by looking at �gure 1.2.21a.

What happen is that the fringing electric �elds deplete the silicon on an area

which is greater than the one de�ned by the channel width W . Since this compo-

nent of the bulk charge is not considered in a large-width devices, the threshold

voltage V T is underestimated in the case of narrow-width transistors. Consider-

ing the geometry of the cross-section of the MOSFET shown in �gure 1.2.21a the

reduction of V T can be calculated. The narrow-width e�ect correction arise from

the presence of the charges due to the extra area ANWE estimated by assuming
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2.21: (a) Bulk charge distribution in narrow-width MOSFET, (b)
narrow-width e�ect on threshold voltage. Taken from reference [18].

that the depletion edges have a circular shape. In this way the threshold voltage

can be written as

(VTn)NWE = VTn + (4VTn)NWE (1.2.52)

with (4VTn)NWE > 0 and its behavior due to the shrinking of the channel width

W can be seen in �gure 1.2.21b.

During all these years it was possible to scale silicon MOSFETs following

the Moore's law. Today this technology allows the fabrication of transistors

with dimension of the gate length of 22 nm. The international roadmap for

semiconductor (ITRS) predicted the need for devices with gate length of 10 nm

by 2020. However it is complicated to further scale Si MOSFETs keeping the

needed performances in the presence of short-channel e�ects. For this reason it

will be necessary in the future to introduce devices based on di�erent physics or

on materials other than silicon in order to continue to improve the MOSFETs

performances.

1.3 Graphene �eld-e�ect transistors

In the search of new materials that could represent an option for the post-silicon

electronics some material properties should be considered. The ideal semiconduc-

tor should have a wide band-gap, high value of mobility, be producible on large

scale, compatible with Si CMOS technology, good interface with dielectrics with

a long term stability and low contact resistance [32]. Graphene represents a good

trade o� to these requirements. A single layer of graphene is a two-dimensional

material that is composed of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice. It was

isolated for the �rst time in 2004 [28] with the technique of the micro-mechanical
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3.1: First Brillouin zone of graphene lattice [5] and band structure of
graphene with the linear dispersion around the K points. Taken from reference
[6].

exfoliation, but today it can be grown on metals with the chemical vapor de-

position (CVD) process in order to produce it on wafer-scale. Graphene is not

a semiconductor like silicon, but is a semi-metal with a zero band-gap. Di�er-

ently from Si MOSFETs, which are unipolar, the charge carriers in graphene

channel can be changed from electron to holes simply applying a gate potential.

The minimum carrier density point is called the Dirac point. Looking at the

band structure in �gure 1.3.1, the valence and conduction bands meet at the K

points of the Brillouin zone and, di�erently from semiconductors where the bands

have a parabolic-shape, they have linear energy-momentum dispersion close to

the Dirac points. In this case electrons, propagating through graphene lattice,

mimic relativistic particle. For that reason particle should be described by Dirac-

like equations rather then Schrodinger equations [11]. Because of the absence

of a band-gap, transistors made with graphene cannot be turned-o� and their

ON/OFF ratios are poor (<100), which in theory makes such devices unsuitable

for most logic applications. The impossibility of switching devices o� also results

in large static power consumption, absence of which is one of the great advan-

tages of the Si CMOS. It was demonstrated that it is possible to modify the band

structure of graphene in order to open a band-gap. This can be done by con�ning

graphene in one dimension by forming nanoribbons, by biasing bilayer graphene

or by applying some strain to the monolayer [31].

Despite the fact that graphene does not have a band-gap, it o�ers many

advantages in FET channels. The biggest one is its high carrier mobility at

room temperature. In fact on exfoliated graphene usually mobilities of 10000-

15000 cm2/Vs are measured, reaching values of 106 cm2/Vs in case of suspended

graphene devices. For large area-graphene grown with CVD process and trans-
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Figure 1.3.2: Electron drift velocity-electric �eld for standard semiconductor,
carbon nanotubes (simulation) and large-area graphene (simulation). Taken from
reference [31].

ferred on SiO2 substrates, mobility up to 4000 cm2/Vs has been measured [31].

Even if these values are lower compared to the exfoliated graphene they still are

about 4 times larger than the mobility of bulk silicon. Such high values of mobility

are useful for the fabrication of transistors for very high frequency applications.

In conventional semiconductors the hole mobility is much lower compared to the

electron mobility. In fact for silicon the ratio µh/µe is approximately 0.3 and even

lower for III-V semiconductors, while for graphene that di�erence is not so large

and the hole mobility can be even higher than that of electrons[32].

The deposition of oxides on the top of graphene for the realization of top-gated

transistors seems to be a problematic issue since it was leading to the degradation

of the mobility of the devices. During these years several steps were made in that

direction until it was possible to obtain mobilities of 24000 cm2/Vs in top-gated

graphene FETs [31]. This demonstrates that it is possible to fabricate good

devices with dielectrics with a long term stability simply by making the proper

choice of the materials and optimizing the deposition process.

In the state-of-the-art FETs, where devices have short-channels, high electric

�elds reduce the importance of the mobility. In fact in this situation the sat-

uration velocity of the carriers becomes an important �gure of merit, as it was
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explained in section 1.2.5. Figure 1.3.2 shows the graph of the electron drift ve-

locity versus the electric �eld for common semiconductors and simulated plots

for large-area graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNT) [31]. From the simulation

in the case of graphene it can be seen that for high electric �elds the velocity

does not drop as fast as in the case of III-V semiconductors and moreover recent

experiments shown values of saturation velocities of 3 − 6 · 107 cm/s (close to

Fermi velocity of ∼ 108 cm/s) for large-area graphene [32]. Considering that the

velocity saturation for silicon MOSFETs is 107 cm/s it can be concluded that

graphene has some advantages over the conventional semiconductors.

Another advantage of graphene consists in the fact that graphene is a 2D-

material and it could allow to fabricate devices with extremely thin channels that

can result in better gate control of the channel. Even though graphene is so thin

it can provide carrier sheet densities of 1012 cm−2, similar the the conventional

transistors, allowing in this way the appropriate MOSFET operation [32]. More-

over an atomically thin channel can be scaled to extremely short channel lengths

without experiencing short-channel e�ects, allowing graphene to be more scalable

compared to standard FETs [31]. The two dimensional nature of graphene can

in addition enable monolithic 3D integration.

For the operation of transistors another key issue is the contact resistance be-

tween the source and drain metal and the underneath graphene layer. Typically

it is given in the normalized form in units of resistance times the contact width,

Ω · µm, and its value should be as low as possible. Contact resistances of �rst

graphene �eld-e�ect transistors (GFETs) were quite high compared to Si MOS-

FETs, but in the meanwhile signi�cant progress has been made reducing its value

to 100-200 Ω · µm, about 5 times the contact resistance in Si [10, 16, 22, 27, 38, 45].

Traditional semiconductors usually are rigid materials and cannot be used for

emerging technologies such as �exible and printable electronics [32]. In that �elds

organic semiconductors are used, but those materials have low mobility. Large

area graphene is bendable and has a signi�cantly higher mobility compared to or-

ganic semiconductors such as pentacene. These characteristics allowed graphene

to be deposited on �exible substrates and used in inks for printable electronics.

All these properties can allow graphene to be the material of the future to-

gether with the fact that it is fully compatible with existing CMOS technologies

and gives the possibility for hybrids with silicon for high performance and �exi-

ble devices. However, due to the absence of a band-gap and small values of the

ON/OFF ratio, GFETs so far have been used mainly in niche application such as

frequency doublers [41], radio-frequency mixers [40] and phase modulators [15].
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3.3: Di�erent type of graphene �eld-e�ect transistors with (a) back-gate
structure and with (b) the combination of top-gate and back-gate. Taken from
reference [31].

1.3.1 Transfer characteristics

The �rst graphene �eld-e�ect transistor (GFET) was reported in 2004 [28]. Dif-

ferently from Si MOSFETs, that are usually top-gated, this type of graphene

device had a layer of 300 nm of SiO2 underneath the channel, that was used as

back-gate dielectric, and a back-gate made by doped silicon substrate, as illus-

trated in �gure 1.3.3a. The main reason to use that con�guration was that it was

necessary to have a good optical visibility for the graphene �akes and this can

be obtained only for speci�c thicknesses of the oxide [4]. Back-gated transistors

where useful to prove the FET operation when graphene is used as the chan-

nel in a MOSFET structure, but they su�ered from huge parasitic capacitances.

Moreover with such a thick layer of oxide it is hard to have a good control over

the channel and such GFETs cannot be integrated with other components. An

important step for the improvement of the performances of GFETs was made in

2007 when the �rst graphene top-gated device was made [19]. During these years

top-gated transistors, like the one shown in �gure 1.3.3b, were fabricated using

both exfoliated graphene and graphene grown on metals (such as copper and

nickel) for the channel and growing SiO2, Al2O3 and HfO2 as top-gate dielectric.

All these and the use of top-gate in combination with the back-gate allowed to

GFETs to compete with Si MOSFETs.

GFETs have a unique transfer characteristic due to the fact that the con-

duction and valence bands are not separated by a band-gap like in conventional

semiconductors. Like in Si MOSFETs the carrier density in the channel is in-

�uenced by the potential di�erence between the channel and the gates, but in
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3.4: Band diagram and transfer characteristics of (a) gap-less graphene
and (b) n-channel Si MOSFET. Taken from refence [32].

graphene this also can change the type of carriers and due to the missing gap

GFETs cannot be switched o�, as it can be seen in �gure 1.3.4a [32].

When a positive gate voltage V GS1 is applied, the Fermi level tends to move to

the position EF1 inside the conduction band promoting an electron accumulation

in the channel that corresponds in the transfer characteristics to the value ID1

of the drain current. As the bias applied to the gate is reduced, the Fermi level

is shifted downward and decreases the concentration of the electrons causing the

reduction of the drain current.

In case that the gate voltage is equal to V GS2 = VDirac the Fermi level EF2 is

located exactly where the conduction and valence bands meet. This corresponds

to the case of minimum carrier density and drain current ID2. This point is called

Dirac or charge neutrality point. Here in theory the density of the electronic states

should vanish but there is still a residue of conductivity due to the presence of

electron and hole puddles, caused by a small overlap between the conduction
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and valence bands, and for that reason graphene undergoes ambipolar transition

without the depletion of the carriers [25]. In the case of undoped graphene, as in

�gure 1.3.4a, V Dirac = 0 and this also represents the �at-band voltage of the device

when the drain current is at its minimum. As soon as the gate voltage assume

negative values the type of carriers change from electrons to holes. So, for the case

of �gure 1.3.4a, for the gate voltage V GS3 the Fermi level moves inside the valence

band and the carrier concentration increase again and rise the drain current

to the value ID3. So reducing the gate voltage V GS the graphene channel can

change from n-type to p-type MOSFET and this phenomenon is called ambipolar

conduction. This behavior gives to graphene the peculiar transfer characteristic

of two branches separated by the Dirac point.

For conventional semiconductors as silicon the situation is completely di�erent

as it can be seen in �gure 1.3.4b. Start with considering an n-type channel where

a positive bias V GS1 is applied, the Fermi level moves inside the conduction band

and there is an electron accumulation in the channel associated to the drain

current ID1, like in the case of graphene. But if the gate voltage is reduced to

lower values such as V GS2 or V GS3 the Fermi level goes rapidly into the gap and

switches o� the transistor.

Ideally the Dirac point of graphene should be located at V GS = 0, but this is

not always true. In fact the position of the charge neutrality point depends on

several factors. This shift could be due to the di�erence of the work functions

between the gate and the graphene, the density and type of charges at the top

and bottom interface of the channel and due to doping of graphene introduced

by adsorbed ambient impurities. Figure 1.3.5a shows the typical behavior of

two GFETs that have the Dirac points at positive voltages, which stems for p-

doping. As it can be seen the transfer characteristics are not fully symmetrical, in

particular the electron mobility is lower then the hole mobility, and the ON/OFF

ratios are quite low. The asymmetry is caused by a geometry dependance due

to the combination of the formation of p-n junctions between the channel and

the source and drain regions together with the contact resistances that depend

on the gate voltage [29]. Typically the values of ON/OFF ratio of transistors

fabricated with large-area graphene are around 2-20, while for devices realized

with exfoliated graphene, due to a higher crystallographic quality, it can reach

values of 100 at room temperature [44].

Due to graphene transistor properties it is useful to use MOSFETs structure

like the one in �gure 1.3.3b in order to take advantage of the combination of

two di�erent gates. In fact due to its ambipolar conduction it is possible to
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Figure 1.3.5: (a) Typical transfer characteristic for two di�erent MOSFETs with
large-area graphene used as channel, taken from refence [31], (b) transfer charac-
teristic of a GFET at di�erent values of the back-gate voltage.

use the back gate to dope electrostatically the graphene channel. As shown

in �gure 1.3.5b, applying di�erent constant voltages to the back-gate shifts the

Dirac point in the transfer characteristics. In this way it is possible �rst of all

to choose between n-type or p-type channel and moreover to have the control on

the threshold voltage of the top-gated channel [26].

An important characteristic for the performances of a MOSFET is the transcon-

ductance as explained in section 1.2.2, that describe how well the device current

responds to a voltage change. It was found experimentally in top-gated GFETs

a transconductance gm ≈ 150 µS/µm [26]. Extrapolating the e�ects of the series

resistance and considering vsat = 5.5 · 107 cm/s in a single layer graphene, the

transistor intrinsic transconductance becomes equal to 833 µS/µm. This value

should be compared to the transconductance of a Si MOSFET with a 65 nm chan-

nel length with a gate capacitance of 1.77 µF/cm2 that has gm ∼ 1.5 µS/µm,

which results to be lower then in the GFET. The value of the transconductance

of that particular graphene device could be even higher if it would have the same

gate capacitance as in the Si MOS structure. For that transistor a dielectric

layer HfO2 that has a gate capacitance of 0.762 µF/cm2 was used. So using a

higher gate capacitance, similar to the one used in standard silicon technology,

the GFET would have gm > 2.9 µS/µm which is de�nitely higher then the values

of the transconductances of the state-of-the-art silicon MOSFETs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3.6: Output characteristics in GFETs (a) with linear-shape or weak
saturation [34], (b) with saturation and second linear region. Taken from reference
[32].

1.3.2 Current-voltage characteristics

Output characteristics of an ambipolar GFET di�er signi�cantly from the unipo-

lar Si MOSFETs. The charges that contribute to the drain current in a Si MOS-

FET are always electrons (n-channel) or always holes (p-channel) inside all the

regions of the operation of the device. In case of graphene instead, since it is a

zero-gap material, the conduction is due to electrons when the Fermi level is above

the Dirac point or due to holes if the Fermi level is below the charge neutrality

point. Moreover when the channel makes the transition from n-type to p-type

the conduction is due to both types of charges. This of course has an in�uence

on the drain current, as can be seen in �gure 1.3.6a, that shows a linear-shape

without any saturation or only with a weak saturation which are both disadvan-

tages for the device operation [31]. Such characteristic is due to the lack of the

band-gap that does not allow a correct pinch-o� of the channel. However some

graphene devices are able to show a saturation behavior which then is followed

by a second linear region as shown in �gure 1.3.6b. In this case at large values of

the drain-source voltage V DS there is a crossing between output characteristic at

di�erent gate voltages that can lead to a zero or even negative transconductance

gm, which is highly undesirable condition [31].

The saturation region assumes a relevant importance for GFETs applications

if the intrinsic voltage gain Av = gm/gd is considered. In order to have values

of intrinsic gain comparable to Si MOSFETs the output conductance must be

small and this can be achieved only if the GFET operates in the saturation

regime. The same discussion can be made for fT and fMAX of radio-frequency
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Figure 1.3.7: (a) I-V characteristic of a GFET with three di�erent regions, (b)
carriers concentration under the top-gate region. Taken from reference [26].

transistors. For this reason it is important to fully understand the nature of the

saturation behavior in GFETs. This phenomenon was explained for the �rst time

in 2008 by Meric [26].

For small values of the drain-source voltage the output characteristic is in

the linear regime (region I of �gure 1.3.7a) and the current along the channel

is carried by holes as illustrated in �gure 1.3.7b. As V DS starts to increase the

carrier density in the channel decreases leading to high electric �eld. When the

potential at the end of the drain equals to the Dirac voltage, the �eld reaches its

maximum value and the part of the channel close to the drain starts to change

the type of carriers. In this situation V DS = VDIRAC and the vanishing carrier

density produces a sort of pinch-o� region close to the drain and the drain current

enters the saturation regime shown in �gures 1.3.7a and 1.3.7b. In the region II

the drain current is relatively insensitive the the drain-source voltage since the

electric �eld is so high to cause velocity saturation in the channel and allow ID to

assume constant values. The I-V characteristics show a strong saturation regime

when the channel is in the unipolar region and moreover the saturation indicates

the transition to the ambipolar conduction. As the drain-source voltage is further

increased (V DS > VDIRAC) the minimum density point stays inside the channel

and produces the pinch-o� point that starts to move in the direction of the source

end. This condition corresponds to the the region III in �gures 1.3.7a and 1.3.7b

and it represents the second linear region in the output characteristics of the

transistor because the carrier density begins to increase again while the electric
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�eld goes down. In region III, as it can be seen in �gure 1.3.7b, the carriers

on the left side of the minimum density point are holes and on the drain side

electrons. The voltage that drops across the left side of the channel stays at the

�xed bias V DIRAC while on the right side the voltage increases to V DS − VDIRAC.

In this ambipolar regime the pinch-o� point is the place where the holes, coming

from the source, and the electrons, injected from the drain, recombine but, since

graphene has no band-gap, the recombination does not release energy.

The saturation e�ect is highly a�ected by the type of oxide that is used for the

gate. In the case of a back-gated device, made by 300 nm of SiO2, the saturation

regime would be weak due to inferior electrostatic coupling with the gate electrode

compared to the top-gated transistor. In GFETs it is possible to observe an

output characteristic similar to the punch-through of the Si MOSFETs. It can

happen at high values of V DS when the transistor starts to be weakly coupled to

gate electrode in particular for short-channel devices. For extremely high values

of the drain-source voltage, the drain current can lead to irreversible thermal

damage of the graphene channel. It should be underlined that an important

role in the saturation behavior in a graphene transistor is played by the contact

resistance [29]. In fact, in case of poor contacts, a great part of the voltage drops

across the contacts and it becomes di�cult to observe the saturation region in

the device. For that reason in order to reach high electric �elds for the saturation

characteristics as the quality of graphene is improving, increasing the mobility, it

should be necessary to improve the quality of the contacts.

The drain current in function of the drain-source voltage can be modeled using

as a reference the cross-view of the GFETs in �gure 1.3.8a. Start to consider the

carrier concentration in the channel for di�erent values of V DS in the output

characteristic as it was shown in �gure 1.3.7b. So using a �eld-e�ect model the

concentration can be expressed as

n (x) =

√
n2

0 + (Ctop (VGS−top − V (x)− V0) /e)2 (1.3.1)

where

V0
∼= V 0

GS−top + (Cback/Ctop)
(
V 0
GS−back − VGS−back

)
(1.3.2)

works as the threshold voltage and V (x) is the potential inside the graphene

channel. V 0
GS−top and V

0
GS−back represent the top-gate and back-gate voltage of

the Dirac point respectively and their role is similar to the one of the �at-band

voltage in Si MOSFETs [37].

In order to make an accurate model to derive the drain current, above a
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3.8: (a) Cross-section of a GFET taken from reference [37], (b) compar-
ison of modeled and measured I-V curves taken from reference [26].

certain critical electric �eld Ecrit the drift velocity has to reach the saturation

value vsat. So there can be a saturation behavior if V GS−top has a value such that

V DIRAC > EcritL. This model assumes that the velocity saturation in graphene is

due to the optical-phonon scattering. The coupling with the phonons is so strong

that when the electrons reach the energy threshold for the phonon emission, they

are immediately scattered. This assumption implicates that the Fermi sea is

shifted by the phonon energy ~Ω and the saturation velocity can be expressed as

vsat = vF
~Ω

EF
. (1.3.3)

Di�erently from semiconductors where the drift velocity is limited from the ther-

mal velocity, in case of graphene the limiting factor is the Fermi velocity vF and

the derivation for vsat is not valid close to the Dirac point. Using a velocity

saturation model the drift velocity can be approximated to

vdrift (x) =
µE

1 + µE/vsat
(1.3.4)

where it is assumed that the electron and hole mobility and velocity saturation

are the same.

With all these considerations the drain current in the graphene channel can

be expressed as

ID =
W

L

ˆ L

0

en (x) vdrift (x) dx (1.3.5)

where L is the channel length and W the channel width. Figure 1.3.8b shows
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3.9: Drain current in function of drain-source voltage, at di�erent top-
gate voltages, for two di�erent values of the back-gate voltage. Taken from ref-
erence [26].

the comparison of the output characteristics derived with this model and the

experimental data.

The use of back-gate and top-gate in the GFETs can be important. Since

the control over the channel by the back-gate is weaker then the top-gate (due

to the thicker layer of the oxide) the former could be used to move the Dirac

point of the graphene channel as it was explained before. This can make a huge

di�erence because it can allow to have high electric �eld in the channel and so to

reach the saturation velocity. As can be seen in �gure 1.3.9a the voltage applied

to the back-gate does not allow to have high �elds and it can only be observed a

linear-shape of the drain current with no saturation or weak saturation. Instead

the back-gate voltage applied to the device in �gure 1.3.9b allows to have the

conditions for the saturation of the drift velocity and the drain current shows the

saturation behavior for di�erent values of the top-gate voltage.

Even though GFETs have shown weak current saturation so far, it is impres-

sive to see the values that these devices can achieve in terms of cut-o� frequency

fT . In fact only in saturation regime it is possible to reach small values of the

output conductance that can maximize fT [31]. Figure 1.3.10a shows the cut-o�

frequency of the best performance GFETs realized with exfoliated, epitaxial and

CVD graphene compared with the state of the art of the radio-frequency tran-

sistors [32]. The highest value of fT reported so far for graphene MOSFETs is

427 GHz for a device with a gate length of 67 nm [8]. This is still slower than

the best conventional radio-frequency transistors but is showing de�nitely better
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3.10: (a) Cut-o� frequency fT and (b) maximum oscillation frequency
fMAX of GFETs in function of the gate length L together with competing ra-
diofrequency FET devices. Taken from refence [32].

performances than Si MOSFETs with the same gate length and is getting really

close to the characteristics of GaAs device.

In contrast GFETs show poor performances in terms of maximum oscillation

frequency fMAX as it can be seen in �gure 1.3.10b. The highest reported fMAX

for graphene transistors is 45 GHz which is one order of magnitude smaller than

the fMAX of conventional state-of-the-art semiconductor MOSFETs and it even

does not show any gate length dependence [32]. The main reason for the di�erent

behavior of fT and fMAX is due to the output conductance gd which has a second

order e�ect on the cut-o� frequency compared to the strong e�ect that it has on

the maximum oscillation frequency. Current saturation and small values of gd

are much more important for power gain than for current gain. For this reason

large values of the output conductance in graphene devices signi�cantly reduce

the intrinsic gain of GFETs with respect to Si MOSFETs.

1.3.3 Quantum capacitance

As it was shown graphene behaves di�erently from conventional semiconductor

materials used as channels of MOSFETs. Another thing that has to be considered

for the performances of GFETs is the gate capacitance together with the density

of states (DOS). In fact the gate capacitance CG in case of transistors with

�nite density of states cannot be approximated simply with the oxide capacitance

Cox = εox/tox , where εox and tox are the dielectric constant and the thickness

of the gate oxide [37]. In case of graphene devices the quantum capacitance Cq

connected in series with Cox has to be considered. The overall gate capacitance
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3.11: (a) 2D carrier density in a single layer graphene as the function of
gate voltage for di�erent oxide thicknesses, (b) quantum capacitance of graphene
compared with other parallel-plate capacitances. Taken from reference [9].

in this way becomes

CG =
CqCox
Cq + Cox

(1.3.6)

and its value is smaller than the oxide capacitance in particular close to the Dirac

point.

De�ning V ch as the potential across Cq, as it can be seen in �gure 1.3.11b,

the quantum capacitance is derived from the channel charges with respect to the

channel potential and can be de�ned as

Cq =
∂Q

∂Vch
(1.3.7)

and it represents the extra voltage that is required to modulate the charge density

in the channel [9]. Di�erently from 2D electron systems, where the quantum

capacitance assumes constant values and it depends only on the e�ective mass of

the carriers in the parabolic limit, in graphene the quantum capacitance depends

on the position of the Fermi level since it has a linear band structure [29]. Writing
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the total charge in the graphene sheet as

Q = q (p− n) (1.3.8)

where q is the electron charge, the quantum capacitance becomes

Cq =
2q2kT

π (~vF )2 ln

[
2

(
1 + cosh

qVch
kT

)]
. (1.3.9)

Under the condition qVch � kT it reduces to

Cq ≈ q2 2qVch

π (~vF )2 = q2ρgr (qVch) (1.3.10)

where ρch is the linear density of states of graphene and its behavior in function

of the channel potential is illustrated in �gure 1.3.11a compared with other oxide

gate capacitances.

Figure 1.3.11b shows instead the dependance of the channel charges in graphene

with the gate voltage for di�erent thicknesses of SiO2 and can be expressed as

n2D = nG − nq
(√

1 + 2
nG
nq
− 1

)
(1.3.11)

where nG is the carrier density that neglects the quantum capacitance and nq is

the one that arises only from the quantum capacitance [9]. For very thin layer of

the gate oxide the modulation of the carriers is very strong since in that condition

Cq ≈ Cox, while the �eld e�ect becomes weaker, as the thickness increases, since

Cox � Cq. So reducing the e�ective oxide thickness of the gate the quantum

capacitance of graphene can reach comparable value with the oxide capacitance

and have a negative impact on the performances of the device. Moreover the

dependance of the gate capacitance could introduce non linearity that could have

a negative impact on the linear metrics of ampli�ers and mixers [29].

The e�ect of the quantum capacitance over the gate capacitance is shown in

�gure 1.3.12 and as it can be seen in this range of voltages Cq can change the

gate capacitance by a factor of two. This means that the quantum capacitance

must be treated in a correct way, in its voltage dependance, in order to make

an accurate modeling of the GFETs. In fact it also in�uences the drain current

of the device through the voltage V 0 of equation 1.3.2, where the overall gate

capacitance is represented by the top gate capacitance Ctop.

In conclusion it can be said that GFETs are a quite new type of devices

compared to Si MOSFETs that have been investigated for so many years. Even if
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Figure 1.3.12: E�ect of the quantum capacitance of graphene on the gate capac-
itance. Taken from reference [37].

they have a short history, graphene transistors reached impressive performances

and further progress can be done. However the missing band-gap still represents

a problem when graphene has to compete with conventional semiconductors and

for that reason it has not been used so far in logic applications but only in niche

analog application. However the unique properties of graphene could help it to

become the leading material in other �elds such as devices for beyond CMOS

logic, devices with ambipolar conduction, applications on �exible substrates and

printable electronics [32].



Chapter 2

Graphene digital electronics

2.1 Introduction

The extremely high mobility of charge carriers in graphene at room temperature

makes this material suitable for applications in high-speed electronics. However

graphene has been used only in niche applications in analogue and radio-frequency

electronics so far. In fact the absence of the band-gap results in the impossibility

to switch-o� GFETs which limits use of graphene in logic applications.

The �rst graphene devices were not capable of signal ampli�cation which is the

ultimate requirement for the fabrication of realistic electronic circuits. For that

reason GFETs must exhibit over-unity intrinsic voltage gain A = gm/gd, where

gm is the transconductance and gd is the output conductance, in order to be able

to realize analogue voltage ampli�ers and digital logic gates which represent the

main building block of the analogue and digital electronics respectively.

In the past the ambipolar conduction of GFETs was used in digital application

to obtain logic gates with a fewer number of transistors compared to Si MOSFETs

[33]. Also graphene complementary digital inverters with stable and separated

output logic levels have been fabricated [39] but they exhibited very small values

of the voltage gain. For this reason this thesis is on the fabrication of graphene

logic gates which can be used in realistic high-frequency digital circuit due to the

high mobility of graphene.

This chapter illustrates all the steps and the outstanding performances of

graphene transistors that e�ectively allows the fabrication of real digital elec-

tronics with graphene, starting from graphene voltage ampli�ers to graphene

ring oscillators.

46
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2.2 Graphene ampli�ers

In order to realize real digital circuits using graphene, graphene voltage ampli�ers

with a su�ciently high value of voltage gain Av must be fabricated �rst. Av > 1

is very di�cult to obtain in GFETs because this two dimensional material is

limited by the absence of the band-gap which prevents the depletion of charge

carriers. This is responsible for the limited control of the gate voltage over the

drain current which reduces the transconductance gm of the GFETs compared to

conventional FETs. Moreover the absence of the depletion leads to a weak drain

current saturation in graphene devices that increases the value of the output

conductance gd and consequently reduces the voltage gain. Signal ampli�cation

is important in electronic circuits since the amplitude of analogue or digital signals

must be su�ciently large to drive a load, to overcome the noise or to have well

separated logic levels in digital circuits [3].

2.2.1 Complementary inverters

Voltage ampli�ers can be realized as integrated complementary inverters which

are also the main building block of the silicon CMOS digital electronics. A CMOS

inverter performs the basic NOT function in digital electronics. An inverter is

fabricated by using two MOSFETs of opposite type, as can be seen in �gure

2.2.1a, that share the same gate to which the input voltage VIN is applied. The

output voltage V OUT is taken at the common drain electrode of the FETs. In

this way only one of the two transistors is conductive when there is a stable high

or low voltage at the input [18]. Apart from the voltage gain, other important

parameters are: the speed, the supply voltage, the power dissipation, the linearity,

the noise and also the maximum voltage swing of the device. CMOS digital

circuits usually have large voltage swing and dissipate power only when the input

signal is switched. The performances of the inverters are also in�uenced by the

input and output impedances since they determine how the circuit interacts with

the previous or following stage.

The complementary operation can be understood simply considering the rela-

tion between the input signal VIN and the gate-source voltages of the MOSFETs

[18]. Looking at �gure 2.2.1a the bias voltages of the transistors can be expressed

as
VGSn = VIN

VSGp = VDD − VIN
(2.2.1)

where the input voltage assumes values in the range from 0 to VDD and VDD
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Figure 2.2.1: (a) Circuit diagram of a Si CMOS complementary inverter and (b)
the its voltage transfer curve. Taken from reference [18].

is the supply voltage. When the applied input voltage is high VIN = VDD, the

gate-source voltages of the FETs are equal to

VGSn = VDD

VSGp = 0
(2.2.2)

resulting in the cut-o� of the p-MOSFET while the n-MOSFET is conductive. In

this way the n-type transistor provides the current path to the ground resulting

in

VOUT = VOL = 0 (2.2.3)

where V OL is the output low voltage and is the smallest value that the output

signal can assume. If a low voltage is applied to the input V IN = 0, it ends up

with
VGSn = 0

VSGp = VDD
(2.2.4)

and this time the p-MOSFET is conductive while the n-MOSFET is switched-o�.

Now there is a conductive path to the power supply which results in

VOUT = VOH = VDD (2.2.5)

where V OH is the output high voltage and is the largest value of the output signal.
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To each of the two cases logic levels can be associated as

VOUT = 0 → Boolean 0

V = VDD → Boolean 1
(2.2.6)

in a positive logic convention. From this, as illustrated in �gure 2.2.1b, it can

be seen that the inverter exhibits a full-rail output voltage swing (i.e., equal to

the entire supply voltage range) which helps to clearly distinguish between logic

0 and logic 1.

Figure 2.2.1b shows the transfer curve of a typical complementary inverter

where it is possible to see the inversion operation since at low values of the input

voltage the output voltage assumes high values and vice-versa. The steepness of

the transition gives an indication regarding the value of the voltage gain of the

ampli�er since it can be expressed as

Av =
dVOUT
dVIN

, (2.2.7)

i.e., the higher the slope the higher the gain and also the larger the range of input

voltages which can be interpreted as logic levels 1 and 0. From the transfer curve

other several critical voltages can be extracted: the input voltages VIH and VIL

and the inverter threshold voltage VT i. The input high voltageVIH is the smallest

value that the input signal can assume in order to interpret the output of the

inverter as a logic level 1. Instead the input low voltage VIL is the highest value

of VIN that corresponds to the logic level 0. Both VIH and VIL can be de�ned as

points in which the slope of the transfer curve is equal to -1. VT i is the inverter

threshold voltage which is located at the midpoint between the two Boolean levels.

This is also an input voltage at the highest gain point which is located where the

intersection of transfer curve and the unity gain line VOUT = VIN .

Another important characteristic of this type of device is the switching time.

This feature is particularly relevant in CMOS digital circuits since it represents

the time that the output signal needs to stabilize after the change of the in-

put voltage. The switching time is in�uenced by the capacitor of the output

node COUT that needs to be charged and discharged during switching. COUT

is due to all the internal contributions of the FETs and the external load. The

switching time is relevant for an inverter since is the limiting factor in terms of

high-frequency operation of CMOS digital circuits.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2.2: (a) Circuit diagram of a graphene inverter, (b) resistance curves as
a function of the input voltage. The range of the complementary operation is
shaded in yellow [39].

2.2.2 Graphene low-frequency voltage ampli�er

Complementary integrated graphene digital inverters have been fabricated for the

�rst time in 2009 [39] using two GFETs of opposite type on the same graphene

�ake. In contrast to silicon, graphene has an ambipolar conduction and therefore

only for certain values of the input voltage the complementary operation can

be achieved. As fabricated both the GFETs show the same behavior in terms

of the position of the Dirac points and in this way it is impossible to have two

channels with carriers of the opposite type. For that reason an electrical annealing

was performed in order to change the position of the charge neutrality point

of the FET Rn of the inverter in �gure 2.2.2a. This process removes ambient

contamination due to the Joule heating of the chosen channel and shifts the

Dirac point to lower values of VIN compared to the other transistor as it can

be seen in �gure 2.2.2b. The complementary operation is obtained using input

voltages in between the two Dirac points (yellow area in �gure 2.2.2b) where an

n-channel (Rn) and a p-channel (Rp) are formed at the same time. However, The

electrical annealing process is quite detrimental for the devices and the yield of

working transistor after this process is quite low.

Di�erently to Si CMOS in which there is no static power dissipation, the

graphene inverter is always conductive due to the absence of the band-gap. As a
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consequence the output stage dissipates power which can be expressed as

P =
V 2
DD

Rn +Rp

(2.2.8)

where Rn and Rp are the resistances of the two GFETs. One way to reduce

the static power dissipation could be achieved by increasing the resistance of the

GFETs but this would also a�ect the transient response time leading to slower

devices compered to the standard Si CMOS technology. In case of graphene in-

verters there is a trade-o� between the static power dissipation and the maximum

speed that the device can reach.

Until 2011 all analog graphene circuits were not capable of amplifying small

alternating current (AC) voltage signals since these devices were exhibiting low

voltage gain mainly due to the fact that back-gated transistors (made with a

thick layer of 300 nm of SiO2) were used. This limits the extent of modulation of

the carriers and reduces the transconductance gm. Low gm suppresses the signal

ampli�cation which limits the use of graphene not only in analogue electronics,

but also in digital electronics, because this prevents the coupling between digital

logic gates due to a mismatch of the output and input voltage swing. For that

reason graphene voltage ampli�ers should be fabricated using top-gated structures

that use thin high-k gate insulators since Av ∝ εox/tox, where εox and tox are the

dielectric constant and the thickness of the oxide respectively.

It has been shown that it is possible to obtain a very thin layer of aluminum

oxide simply by evaporating an aluminum layer directly on graphene [20]. As

the device is exposed to the air the aluminum oxidizes and form a very thin

(∼ 4 nm) layer of oxide at the interface with graphene, as shown in �gure 2.2.3

[24]. The aluminum oxide has also the advantage to lower the gate voltages

of the transistors with respect to those used in standard back-gated graphene

devices. This is due to an enhancement of the coupling capability with respect

to the conventional 300 nm SiO2 back-gate due to a thinner layer of oxide and a

larger relative permittivity. This AlOx/Al gate stack was used to fabricate digital

graphene logic gates that were exhibiting an over-unity voltage gain but only at

cryogenic temperatures [20].

Another way to increase the voltage gain is to improve the current modulation

of graphene devices by to fabricating graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) in which

quantum con�nement opens a band-gap. In this way the current ON/OFF ratio
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Figure 2.2.3: Cross-sectional TEM image of the AlOx/Al gate stack. Taken from
reference [24].

is increased and since gm can be expressed as

gm =
∂ID
∂VGS

≈ ID,ON − ID,OFF
VGS,ON − VGS,OFF

=
ID,ON

VGS,ON − VGS,OFF
(2.2.9)

this should enlarge the value of the transconductance. However this advantage is

signi�cantly reduced by the fact that in the state-of-the-art GNRs the ON current

is strongly attenuated by carrier scattering on disordered ribbon edges.

Over-unity voltage gain equal to 4.5 dB was achieved at room temperature

but only using a complex six-�nger-gate FET con�guration [14]. However such

a value of Av is not large enough for realistic applications of graphene ampli�ers

since voltage gain larger than 10 dB is needed. Without this graphene circuits

should always rely on Si MOSFETs for the signal ampli�cation and therefore a

hybrid technology would be needed, which leads to increased production costs.

In order to realize graphene voltage ampli�ers exhibiting over-unity voltage

gain, AlOx/Al gate stack was used in graphene inverters fabricated on single

graphene �akes [13]. Graphene �akes were exfoliated from a highly ordered py-

rolytic graphite with the standard scotch-tape method and deposited on SiO2/Si

substrates. Exfoliated monolayers were used due to their high crystallographic

quality in order to estimate the upper performance limits of graphene ampli�ers.

All the electrodes of the devices were patterned by electron beam lithography

(EBL) followed by the deposition of the contacts in an electron beam evapora-

tor. In the �rst step, 100 nm of Al were evaporated directly on graphene for

the realization of the common gate. As the devices are exposed to the air a
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Figure 2.2.4: A scanning electron microscope image of the graphene ampli�er
[13].

very thin layer of AlOx naturally forms at the interface between graphene and

Al. Typical dimension of the graphene channels were length L = 1 µm and width

W = 3 µm. In the second step source and drain contacts, made of 5 nm of Ti

and 35 nm of Au, were patterned. These contacts were overlapped with the gate

electrode as it can be seen in �gure 2.2.4. The aim of the overlap was to fab-

ricate a graphene channel that is fully covered by a gate as in conventional Si

MOSFETs. This increases gm and therefore Av because the access resistances

(ungated parts of the channel) are eliminated. The AlOx layer forms all around

the Al gate electrode and this prevents short circuits with the source and drain

contacts. Moreover the complete coverage of the channel with the gate electrode

helps to dissipate the heat more e�ciently allowing to reach higher drain currents

ID and so larger voltage gains Av. The absence of ungated parts also stabilizes

the electrical properties of the devices during the operation since it reduces the

in�uence of atmospheric contaminants at high currents. Moreover the graphene

channel is partially screened by the gates from water charge traps present on the

substrate which suppress the hysteresis.

It was found that it was extremely important to fabricate the gate �rst in

order to have reasonably large yield of working devices. In fact if source and drain

electrodes are realized before gates the yield of working devices was extremely

low (∼ 5%). This could be due to the large thermal expansion coe�cient of Al,

one of the largest among metals, and is three times larger than that of Ti.

Figure 2.2.5a shows the circuit diagram of the fabricated graphene ampli�ers

where Z = 1 MΩ‖13 pF is the input impedance of the oscilloscope that was used

to measure the input and output signals. 50 Ω is output resistance of the input

source meter andRL is used to simulate the input resistance of the next stage. The

Dirac point shift that allows to obtain the complementary operation is di�erent

from the one previously explained. As fabricated both FETs (F1 and F2) in the

inverter have the same charge neutrality point, as it can be seen in �gure 2.2.5b.
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Figure 2.2.5: (a) Circuit diagram a the graphene voltage ampli�er, (b) Dirac
points shift for complementary operation [13].

In order to shift the Dirac points it is enough to apply a supply voltage VDD > 0.

This increases the potential of the channel F2 with respect to the potential of the

channel F1 and shifts the Dirac point of F2 to higher input voltages with respect

to F1 as is evident in �gure 2.2.5b. In particular the complementary operation is

obtained when the input voltage V IN assumes values approximately between -0.4

V and -0.1 V. The fabricated complementary inverter is considered to be fully

integrated since both transistors are made on the same graphene �ake. It has to

be underlined that the load resistance RL and the output resistance of the input

voltage source are not necessary for the signal ampli�cation.

The transfer curve, the output voltage VOUT as a function of the input voltage

VIN , and the corresponding voltage gain of graphene ampli�er are shown in �gure

2.2.6, for a supply voltage V DD = 1.5 V and the load resistance RL → ∞.

The blue curve represents the static (DC) transfer curve and the Q point is the

point at which the ampli�er has the highest voltage gain, which in this case is

|Av|max = 2.1. In particular, the Q point is placed at VIN,Q = −0.22 V and

VOUT,Q = 0.71 V and di�erently from conventional complementary inverters it

is not located where the input and output signals are equal. The low-frequency

voltage gain in �gure 2.2.6 is simply obtained as a derivative of the transfer curve,

equation (2.2.7), and the Q point is placed exactly were the slope of the transfer

has a maximum. The red curve is the dynamic (AC) transfer curve obtained

by applying an input voltage vIN = VIN + Vinsin(2πft), where V IN = −0.22 V

and V in = 0.35 V at a frequency f = 1 kHz. The small hysteresis that can be

observed is not due to hysteric behavior of the graphene transistors, since the

channel is fully covered, but due to parasitic reactive components present in the

circuit. When the graphene ampli�er is biased at the operating point Q and a
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Figure 2.2.6: DC (blue) and AC (red) transfer curves of the ampli�er together
with the low-frequency voltage gain at room temperature [13].

small AC signal is super-imposed to the input signal V IN,Q the amplitude of the

output AC signal is ampli�ed by the factor |Av|max.
In order to improve the low-frequency voltage gain it is necessary to derive

its expression in order to �nd which parameters a�ect its value. Considering the

circuit of the fabricated graphene ampli�er and assuming that both the GFETs

have approximately the same characteristics i.e., gm1 = gm2 = gm and rd1 = rd2 =

rd, the voltage gain Av can be expressed as

Av = −2gm(
rd
2
‖ RL). (2.2.10)

Av reaches maximum value for RL →∞ when

Av = −gmrd. (2.2.11)

Now it is necessary to �nd expressions for gm and rd in function of the parameters

of the DC circuit. To do this a simple model in which the GFETs are treated

as voltage-controlled resistors will be used. With this consideration the drain

current ID is equal to

ID =
W

L
(σ0 +

εox
tox

µ | VGS − V0 |)VDS (2.2.12)
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Figure 2.2.7: (a) Current-voltage characteristics of one of the FETs of the com-
plementary inverter, (b) maximum value of the voltage gain of the graphene
ampli�er in function of the supply voltage V DD at room temperature. Taken
from reference [13].

where σ0 is the conductance of graphene at the Dirac point, εox and tox are the

dielectric constant and the thickness of the oxide respectively, µ is the mobility

of the carriers in graphene and V0 is the Dirac voltage. Knowing this gm and rd

can be expressed as

gm =
∂ID
∂VGS

=
εox
tox

µVDS
W

L
(2.2.13)

gd =
1

rd
=

∂ID
∂VDS

= (σ0 +
εox
tox

µ(VGS − VT ))
W

L
(2.2.14)

and consequently the low-frequency voltage gain is

Av =
VDS

VGS − V0 + σ0tox/(ε0µ)
. (2.2.15)

The maximum value of the voltage gain is obtained when the ampli�er is

biased at the operating point Q at which

VDS ≈ VDD

2

VGS − V0 ≈ V02−V01
2

= 4VIN
2

(2.2.16)

that gives

|Av|max =
VDD

4VIN + 2σ0tox/(εoxµ)
. (2.2.17)

It has to be underlined that 4VIN depends on the value of V DD and that there

is a proportionality between the maximum voltage gain and V DD. From equa-

tion (2.2.17) it can be observed that in order to increase the voltage gain high-k
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Figure 2.2.8: Ampli�cation of the AC component of the input voltage at a fre-
quency of 10 kHz at room temperature [13].

thin gate insulator should be used, as explained before, and high supply volt-

ages should be applied to the complementary inverter. This has been experi-

mentally demonstrated with the graphene ampli�er as it can be seen in �gure

2.2.7b. Increasing the value of VDD it is possible to increase linearly the max-

imum voltage gain which reaches |Av|max = 3.7 or 11.4 dB at VDD = 2.5 V.

At this supply voltage it was possible to obtain a value of the transconductance

gm/W ≈ 0.5 mS/µm that combined with a relatively large value of the output

resistance rdW = 10.5 kΩ · µm (even without saturation of the drain current)

allows voltage gains above 10 dB at room temperature.

Figure 2.2.8 shows the AC components of the input and output signals of the

voltage ampli�er measured at VDD = 2.5 V, frequency f = 10 kHz and RL →∞.

In this particular case the maximum voltage gain equal to 3.7 was reached with

the DC component of the input signal VIN = 0.15 V. The amplitude of the

oscillations of the output signal was larger than 60 mV. With such a supply

voltage a maximum drain current density ID/W = 0.26 mA/µm was reached at

the Q point which is �ve times smaller than the breakdown current density of

exfoliated graphene [23]. In theory it would be possible to increase VDD without

destroying the graphene channels but this was not attempted for other reasons.

In fact with VDD applied to F2, the potential that drops across the gate oxide is

equal to VDD − VIN . For supply voltages larger than 2.5 V the potential across

the oxide is higher than 2.35 V which is close to the breakdown voltage of the
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Figure 2.2.9: (a) Voltage gain of the complementary ampli�er measured in dy-
namic mode at f = 1 kHz for di�erent values of the load resistance, (b) frequency
response of the magnitude of the voltage gain of the graphene ampli�er and the
phase shift between input and output signals [13].

gate insulator. The measured leakage current of all fabricated devices did not

in�uence the performances of the inverters since IG < 1 nA.

The output resistance of the graphene complementary ampli�er rd1 ‖ rd2 =

rd/2 ∼ 1.8 kΩ should be able to preserve the high gain when the output of the

inverter is loaded with a resistance larger than 18 kΩ. The attenuation of the

signal caused by the voltage drop across the output resistance of the ampli�er is

present at all �nite input resistances of the next amplifying stage. However, as

long as RL � rd/2 the attenuation is negligible. This is demonstrated in �gure

2.2.9a which shows Av of the graphene voltage ampli�er for three di�erent �nite

values of RL.

Figure 2.2.9b shows the frequency response and the phase shift of one of the

fabricated ampli�ers for frequencies below 5 MHz. As it can be seen the maximum

voltage gain of 11.4 dB is preserved up to f = 20 kHz and it decreases by 3 dB

at f−3dB = 70 kHz which de�nes the bandwidth of the ampli�er. For large values

of the frequency the magnitude of the gain is reduced by 18 dB/dec, which is

very close to the 20 dB/dec that indicates the presence of a dominant pole at

f−3dB. The fabricated inverter has an unity-gain frequency f1 = 360 kHz at

which it can be used as a bu�er stage, while for higher frequencies the signal is

attenuated. The phase shift also con�rms that the device is able to perform the

inversion of the signal at low frequencies while at higher frequencies the shift is

reduced to 90°. The plots in �gure 2.2.9b indicate the presence of a dominant

pole at f−3dB = 70 kHz. This pole does not originate from the ampli�er but
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from the parasitic capacitances of the cables used to connect the device to the

measurement equipment. A total conductor-to-ground capacitance Cc ≈ 0.5 nF

was found which gives a pole frequency fp ≈ 100 kHz that almost coincides with

the measured cut-o� frequency.

It was also found that almost all realized devices exhibited over-unity voltage

gain, but only a smaller number, typically 20%, exhibited high voltage gain. For

high gain it is important to have two identical GFETs in an inverter with symmet-

ric transfer curves ID vs VGS even at large supply voltages VDD. In comparison

silicon ampli�ers exhibit higher values of voltage gain, typically larger than 20

dB. The demonstrated technology is not scalable since it is based on graphene

�akes obtained by mechanical exfoliation and it su�ers from large static power

dissipation due to the impossibility to turn-o� the graphene transistors. However

these results reported the highest voltage gain obtained at room temperature for

any kind of graphene ampli�ers realized until that time. The obtained results are

important since they pave the way for the use of GFETs as the main building

blocks of analogue electronics.

2.2.3 Graphene audio voltage ampli�ers

A possible application of graphene voltage ampli�ers could be ampli�cation of

audio signals since the fabricated devices are capable of high signal ampli�cation

at room temperature in the audio frequency range (< 20 kHz). In the audio

applications it is also necessary that ampli�ers work in a linear mode without

introducing any noticeable harmonic distortions.

Conventional audio ampli�ers are made in two stages. The �rst stage, that is

called preampli�er, has the purpose to amplify the input signal and has the same

functionality as previously discussed graphene voltage ampli�ers. The second

stage is a power ampli�er which exhibits a unity voltage gain and is used to

match the signal ampli�ed by the previous stage to a low impedance load such as a

loudspeaker. Audio voltage ampli�ers have to provide a high �delity reproduction

and for this reason they should have a very low noise �gure. Graphene is a perfect

candidate for that type of applications since it exhibits very low 1/f noise which

is the main noise component that a�ects the audio frequency range. Moreover

audio voltage ampli�ers realized with graphene should also bene�t from its high

mechanical and chemical stability and its high thermal conductivity [2].

Figure 2.2.10 shows the power spectrum of the output signal of the graphene

voltage ampli�er at frequencies below 20 kHz and biased at VDD = 1.5 V and

RL →∞, when a sinusoidal signal at a frequency f0 = 1 kHz with an amplitude
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Figure 2.2.10: Power spectrum and the total harmonic distortion (insert) of the
output signal [13].

Vin = 18 mV is applied at the input. The non linearity of the complementary

ampli�er results in the generation of higher order harmonics at frequencies f =

nf0 where 2 ≤ n ≤ 20. For the fabricated device the second harmonic is 42 dB

below the �rst one and as the main contributions to the harmonic distortion are

due to the second and third harmonics. The total harmonic distortion (THD) is

a measure of the non linearity of the voltage ampli�ers and is calculated as the

square root of the total output power of all the higher order harmonics divided

by the power of the �rst harmonic [13]. The insert of �gure 2.2.10 shows the

THD as a function of the amplitude of the sinusoidal input signal. In the case

shown in the main panel (Vin = 18 mV) THD = 0.999%, which demonstrates

the high �delity of the reproduction of the ampli�er since the signal is considered

audible for THD less than 3%. As the amplitude of the input sinusoidal signal

is increased, the total harmonic distortion also increases due to increased device

non linearity. THD = 17.5% is reached at the amplitude V in = 160 mV when for

the output signal reaches the minimum and maximum of the transfer curve where

the gain drops to zero. In conclusion the fabricated graphene voltage ampli�er

could be used for high �delity signal ampli�cation in audio applications since the

total harmonic distortion is smaller than 1% at low input signal amplitudes.
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Figure 2.2.11: Transfer curves of conventional silicon CMOS with gate length of
45 nm and of the fabricated graphene voltage ampli�er.

2.2.4 Digital logic gate

Successful fabrication of graphene voltage ampli�ers exhibiting over-unity the

voltage gain opens a possibility to realize digital logic gates that are the main

building blocks of digital electronics. The complementary inverter could be used

as a digital logic gate simply applying the square-wave signal at the input. How-

ever the fabrication of a graphene ampli�er represents only the �rst step in the

realization of realistic graphene digital circuits. High-gain in logic gates operating

at room temperature has not been demonstrated so far. High values of the voltage

gain in digital applications are required in order to distinguish between the two

logic levels and to match the input and output signals. Without the matching it

is not possible to cascade digital logic gates and realize realistic graphene digital

circuits.

Figure 2.2.11 shows a comparison between the transfer curves of a graphene

inverter and a conventional silicon CMOS with a gate length of 45 nm at the same

supply voltage VDD = 1.5 V. Si inverters have a voltage gain which is almost 3

times larger with respect to that of graphene inverters but the gate length is 3
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Figure 2.2.12: Digital waveforms of the input and output signals measured on
the fabricated graphene voltage ampli�er.

µm in the latter compared to 45 nm in the former. What is more evident is

the di�erence of the output voltage swings between the two devices. In the case

of silicon inverter the voltage swing reaches almost 100% of the supply voltage

VDD compared to ∼ 20% of the graphene inverter in which the GFETs cannot be

turned-o� in both logic states. This could a�ect the ability to distinguish between

the two logic levels. As it can be seen in �gure 2.2.11 the graphene device su�ers

from large static power dissipation represented by the yellow areas. Those are

mainly due to the fact that in the two logic states both GFETs are in the ON

state (in contrast to silicon inverter in which one FET is always switched-o�).

Therefore graphene logic gates cannot compete with conventional semiconductors

in terms of power consumption.

A square-wave signal at f = 5 kHz with an o�set equal to VTh (which is

the threshold voltage of the inverter) was applied to the fabricated graphene

complementary inverter was biased at V DD = 1.5 V. As it can be seen in �gure

2.2.12 it was not possible to obtain the matching between the input and output

signals even though it was possible to distinguish the two logic levels. It was found

that the mismatch between the signals is equal to the voltage at the Dirac point

of the unbiased GFETs. All GFETs were realized with mechanically exfoliated

graphene having charge neutrality points far away from zero due to the absorption

of ambient impurities on the �ake prior to the fabrication. In order to match the

signals it is necessary to fabricate GFETs with Dirac points close to zero.
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2.3 Cascading wafer-scale graphene inverters

As it was shown in the previous section there are same issues that has to be

addressed in order to improve graphene logic gates. It should be noted that

all previously demonstrated devices were realized using mechanically exfoliated

graphene which is not a scalable technology since typical lateral dimensions of

this material are ∼ 10 µm. In order to solve the problem of the scalability

of complementary graphene inverters it would be necessary to use large-scale

graphene �lms grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). This material was

provided by the group of Prof. Eric Pop from the Stanford University (previously

at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). Graphene monolayers where

grown by CVD on Cu foils with a CH4 precursor at 1000 °C [43]. After growth

Raman spectra were acquired to con�rm the absence of the D peak which indicates

the presence of defects in the graphene �lm. Subsequently graphene was removed

from the Cu foil and transferred to conventional Si substrates with 300 nm of

SiO2 on top in order to realize graphene logic gates.

2.3.1 Input and output matching

GFETs which were fabricated on large-scale graphene �lms and integrated into

digital complementary inverters are shown in �gure 2.3.1. Several graphene

stripes with a width W = 20 µm and a length Lst = 100 µm were patterned

using EBL and then etched using the reactive ion etcher with an oxygen plasma.

After etching, AlOx/Al gate stacks were fabricated by direct evaporation of Al on

graphene stripes followed by the fabrication of source and drain contacts, made

of Ti/Au (5/35 nm or 2/35 nm). These contacts partially overlap with the gate

electrodes in order to have a full coverage of the channel. This was obtained by

a self-aligned top-gate fabrication process that does not leave ungated parts. A

thinner adhesion layer of Ti helps to reduce the contact resistance of the FETs

and increases the voltage gain. From the optical image of the fabricated struc-

ture in �gure 2.3.1 it is possible to distinguish six gate electrodes coming from the

right that corresponds to three di�erent complementary inverters. The orange

electrodes are the source and drain contacts. In order to compact the structure

and therefore minimize the inhomogeneity between the GFETs the source con-

tacts are shared between two neighboring inverters (the third electrode from the

bottom and the top) [30].

GFETs were realized with channel length L = 2 µm and exhibited the same

characteristics as fabricated. In order to obtain the complementary operation the
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Figure 2.3.1: Optical microscope image of a series of graphene integrated com-
plementary inverters [30].

input voltage VIN must lie between the Dirac points of the two transistors of the

inverter. This was achieved by applying a supply voltage VDD > 0. It has been

found that the highest gain point Q lies halfway between the Dirac points of the

FETs. For that reason when negligible values of the supply voltage are applied

to the ampli�er the two Dirac points are not shifted and the input and output

voltages at the highest gain point are

VIN = V0

VOUT = 0
(2.3.1)

where V0 is the Dirac voltage of the unbiased transistor. As VDD is increased the

corresponding voltages are

VIN ≈ V0 + VDD

1+α

VOUT = VDD

1+α

(2.3.2)

where α is the ratio of the resistances of the two FETs at VIN = 0. In this way

VIN − VOUT = V0 (2.3.3)

represents the mismatch between the input and output voltages at the highest

gain operating point Q. For that reason, in order to be able to match the input

and output signals in air, inverters with GFETs that exhibit Dirac points close

to zero (typically V 0 < 0.2 V) were used in measurements.

Figure 2.3.2 shows the DC characteristics of the graphene inverter under am-

bient conditions for di�erent values of the supply voltage. As it can be seen,

it was possible to reach voltage gain of |Av|max ≈ 5 at VDD = 2.5 V , which is

higher than the results obtained with graphene devices fabricated in section 2.2.2.

Ampli�ers with GFETs with smaller gate length, 1 µm and 500 nm, were also
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Figure 2.3.2: DC characteristics of large-area graphene inverters under ambient
conditions at di�erent supply voltages [30]. (a) transfer curves, (b) voltage gain
and (c) power dissipation.

fabricated but the voltage gain was found to be independent from L as expected.

With such a large-area graphene it was possible to obtain current ON/OFF ra-

tios of up to to 3.4 (in the previously investigated ampli�ers fabricated from

mechanically exfoliated graphene ON/OFF < 2). Such large ON/OFF ratios

and symmetry of the fabricated graphene transistors resulted in obtained high

values of the voltage gain. It can be observed in �gure 2.3.2 that at the highest

gain point Q VIN ≈ VOUT , which is a requirement for signal matching.

The voltage gain should be larger than one in the vicinity of the Q point

in order to have the same voltage swing at the input and output. This can be

understood from �gure 2.3.2 where Vin,p−p represents the voltage swing at which

Vin,p−p = Vout,p−p and is given by the intersection of the transfer curve with the

unity-gain line passing through the Q point. The higher the supply voltage, the

higher the voltage gain and larger the voltage swing.

Figure 2.3.2(c) shows the power dissipation of the graphene complementary

inverter, biased at VDD = 2.5 V, as a function of the input voltage. A local max-

imum is located at the highest gain point Q around which the power dissipation
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3.3: (a) AC signal ampli�cation with voltage gain Av = −5.3 and (b)
digital waveforms at the highest gain point Q, both measured under ambient
conditions [30].

decreases. The power dissipated at the minimum is 98% of the power at the local

maximum. Away of the Q point the power increases again since for these values

of the VIN the inverter exits the complementary operation between the two Dirac

points. The dissipation could be reduced simply by lowering the supply voltage,

but this will result in a smaller voltage gain and voltage swing. This is di�erent

from the Si inverters in which there is a maximum power that then reduces to

zero on either side of the Q point due to the rail-to-rail operation,which elimi-

nates the static power dissipation. For this reason graphene inverters should be

used in applications not suitable for silicon devices such as transparent circuits

on �exible substrates or, in case of digital applications, ultra-fast logic devices in

which the power dissipation is not an issue.

Figure 2.3.3a shows the AC components of the input and output voltages when

the graphene integrated complementary inverter is used as an analogue ampli�er.

It was possible to achieve a maximum voltage gain |Av|max = 5.3 at an input

frequency f = 50 kHz and a supply voltage VDD = 2.5 V. This is the highest

gain reported for large-area monolayer graphene under ambient conditions, i.e.

better than the results obtained with mechanically exfoliated graphene [14, 13].

The two signals shown in �gure 2.3.3b are mismatched by V0 = 0.14 V (in all

fabricated devices a positive Dirac voltage was found which stems for p-doping

by ambient impurities).

One of the fabricated graphene inverters was used as a digital logic gate and

�gure 2.3.3b shows the measured square-wave signals at an input frequency f = 50

kHz biased with VDD = 2.5 V (at the highest gain point Q there is a small

mismatch V0 = 0.11 V). To compensate the mismatching is important that logic
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3.4: (a) Comparison between analogue waveforms measured at the high-
est gain point Q where there is no matching and digital waveforms at the DC
operating point M where there is matching of input and output signal [30], (b)
transfer curve and voltage gain together with the operating points Q and M.
Everything was measured in air.

gates exhibit high voltage gain. If |Av|max is large enough it is su�cient to

operate inverters close to the highest gain point Q in the over-unity gain part of

the transfer curve in order to have the input and output signals on the same level.

Figure 2.3.4a shows the di�erence, on the same device at the same supply voltage

V DD = 2.5 V, between the operating points Q and M illustrated in �gure 2.3.4b.

The AC components, at a frequency f = 50 kHz, are biased at the Q point in

which Av = − |Av|max = −4.7 and there is no matching. The square-waves are

biased at the operating point M in which the voltage gain is smaller Av ≈ −3.5

but there is the digital signal matching. This was the �rst demonstration of

the matching between the input and output signals for a graphene digital logic

gate under ambient conditions. The fact that the output and input signals take

the same logic levels is important since this can allow the cascading of di�erent

inverters which is a prerequisite for the realization of realistic digital circuits.

At the matching point M the voltage gain is slightly smaller and therefore

it did not a�ect very much the voltage swing of the input and output signals.

The voltage swing at this point is Vin,p−p = Vout,p−p = 0.56 V while V in,p−p =

Vout,p−p = 0.6 V at the highest gain point Q, as illustrated in �gure 2.3.3b.

The voltage swing at the M point is 22 times larger than the thermal voltage

VT = kBT/e allowing unambiguously detection of the Boolean levels by the next

logic gate. However graphene cannot compete directly with conventional silicon

CMOS logic inverters which are capable of reaching a voltage swing of ∼ 100% of
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the supply voltage (compared to 22.4% for the fabricated graphene device which

cannot be turned o� in both logic states). Instead graphene logic gates could

compete with emitter coupled logic (ECL) gates in which the voltage swing is

only 15% of the supply voltage. The ECL is the fastest logic family and is made

of over-driven transistors to reach ultra-fast operation at the expense of the static

power dissipation which is similar to that of the graphene inverters. ECL gates

are comprised of SiGe bipolar CMOS (BiCMOS) or InP heterojunction bipolar

transistors (HBT). They are used for signal processing at frequencies above 100

GHz which cannot be reached by the standard CMOS technology. Replacing

the typical materials that are used in the state of the art of ECL with graphene

which has a higher mobility it would be possible to reach even higher frequencies.

Moreover graphene logic gates are simpler to fabricate than ECL gates and are

not limited by the trade-o� between high speed and breakdown voltage which is

a serious problem of HBT. However there are several problems that has to be

resolved before graphene transistors could be used instead of HBTs in ECL logic

gates [30]. First, the contact resistance in graphene transistors should be reduced

below 10 Ω · µm to exploit the high intrinsic mobility of this material. Second

over-unity voltage gain must be demonstrated at extremely high frequencies (the

highest reported bandwidth for graphene ampli�ers is 6 GHz [14]).

The matching of the input and output signals at room temperature was

achieved due to the high values of the voltage gain stemming from several char-

acteristics of the fabricated GFETs such as full-channel gating, good modulation

of the carriers inside the channel, good mobility, low output conductance and

manageable contact resistance typically 9 kΩ · µm.

The extrinsic carrier mobility was found from the transfer curves (the source-

drain current vs. the gate voltage) of GFETs through transconductance gm as

µ =
Ltox
εoxε0

gm
VDSW

(2.3.4)

where VDS is the source-drain voltage applied and the dielectric constant and the

thickness of the oxide are εox = 5.65 and tox = 5 nm [24]. In the fabricated GFETs

were obtained good values of the transconductance gm ∼ 3 mS (150 µS/µm)

resulting in typical device mobility at room temperature µ ∼ 300 cm2V−1s−1,

from which an intrinsic mobility µintr ∼ 1000 cm2V−1s−1 was obtained extracting

the contact resistance. This value is similar to the intrinsic mobility of typical

top-gate FETs realized using mechanically exfoliated graphene [21].

The fabricated GFETs were showing a weak saturation behavior, as it can
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Figure 2.3.5: (a) Drain current ID and (b) leakage current IGS as a function of
gate voltage V GS and source-drain voltage V DS of a typical fabricated GFET
measured in ambient conditions.

be seen in �gure 2.3.5a, which allowed to obtain relatively low values of the out-

put conductance gd ∼ 1 mS (50 µS/µm) under ambient conditions. In terms of

transconductance these results are comparable to the results obtained in tran-

sistors fabricated using mechanically exfoliated graphene deposited on exfoliated

h-BN �akes which is not a scalable technology.

Figure 2.3.5b shows the typical leakage current that can be measured in fab-

ricated GFETs. The highest values were obtained at the largest DC biasing, i.e.,

in the upper-left and bottom-right corners of �gure 2.3.5b. However the GFETs

in inverters were operated in the upper-right corner of the plot where there is

no leakage through the gate oxide. This con�rms that the obtained results were

not in�uenced by the gate current which is 6 orders of magnitudes smaller than

the drain current. Graphene devices were sensitive to variability induced by the

fabrication but it was demonstrated that this does not in�uence logic operation

as long as high values of voltage gain are preserved. Higher gains in analogue and

digital applications can be achieved in the future increasing the transconductance

gm, reducing the output conductance gd and lowering the contact resistances.

2.3.2 Cascading of graphene logic gates

The fact that it was possible to demonstrate the matching between the logic levels

of the input and output signals at room temperature does not imply that it is

also possible to cascade graphene logic gates in realistic applications. In fact,

due to fabrication issues, it is not possible to realize graphene inverters with the

same transfer characteristics and this has an e�ect on the highest gain operating
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3.6: Square-wave signals of two large-area graphene inverters in cascade
connection measured under ambient conditions at frequencies (a) f = 50 kHz and
(b) f = 200 kHz [30].

points Q1 and Q2 of the two inverters which will not be the same. Due to this it

is not possible to bias two inverters such that both operate at the same time at

their highest gain points. It was found that mismatch between the Q points can

be compensated if both inverters exhibit |Av| > 3.

Figure 2.3.6a demonstrates the successful cascading of two inverters under

ambient conditions at a supply voltage VDD = 2.5 V and frequency f = 50 kHz.

This was obtained at the DC operating point that lies in between the highest

gain points of the two inverters because both inverters exhibit, |Av| > 4 at their

Q points. This allows to maintain the over-unity voltage gain in between the

two Q points and as a consequence to realize the cascade connection, with all

logic states at the correct levels. The �nal logic states 0 and 1 at the output of
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Figure 2.3.7: Frequency response of the magnitude of the voltage gain and phase
shift between input and output signals of a typical fabricated graphene inverter
measured in air [30].

the second inverter (green plot in �gure 2.3.6a) are correctly interpreted because

the corresponding voltage levels span the larger range than at the input. It can

be noticed that it was possible to achieve a perfect matching at the �rst stage

while there is a larger voltage swing at the second stage. This is due to the fact

that, in graphene inverters the saturation voltage levels are not well de�ned as in

conventional CMOS inverters. However, this does not in�uence the operation of

the cascaded graphene logic gates since the high voltage gain does not allow the

creation of intermediate levels during the signal propagation.

Using the same supply voltage but increasing the frequency of the square-

wave signal to 200 kHz it can be seen in �gure 2.3.6b that the digital signals

start to deteriorate. For this reason the frequency response of one of the fabri-

cated wafer-scale graphene inverters at VDD = 2.5 V was studied (�gure 2.3.7).

The unity-gain frequency is f1 = 1 MHz and the bandwidth of the device is

mainly limited by the output resistance rd ≈ 1 kΩ and parasitic capacitance of

the cable Cc ≈ 0.6 nF to f−3dB = 1/(2πrdCc) ≈ 270 kHz. The same parameters

also in�uenced the bandwidth of the graphene voltage ampli�ers realized with

mechanically exfoliated graphene (section 2.2.2). With wafer-scale graphene in-

verters it was possible to achieve a larger value of f−3dB due to the lower output

resistance (because of the smaller L/W ratio) since the parasitic capacitances of

the cable were almost the same.

Cascading of graphene logic gates has never been demonstrated so far at any

temperature. Here it was demonstrated that such operation is possible, i.e., that
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3.8: (a) Square-wave signals in devices with large Dirac voltages mea-
sured under ambient conditions (a) at the point Q and (b) at the matching
operating point. The sine-wave signals at the the point Q are also shown [30].

it was possible with one stage to trigger the next stage under ambient conditions.

This result paves the way for the realization of realistic graphene digital circuits

in which static power dissipation is not an issue.

2.3.3 Large Dirac voltages

As it was said before the matching of the input and output signals of the fabricated

graphene inverters depends not only on the voltage gain but also on the position

of the Dirac points of the GFETs. In the previous section it was demonstrated

that it was possible to match the digital signals and to cascade two inverters

comprised of GFETs with charge neutrality points close to zero, i.e., V0 < 0.2 V.

In this section inverters with large Dirac voltages (V 0 > 0.2 V) are investigated.

Figure 2.3.8a shows digital waveforms in a graphene inverter biased at VDD =

2.5 V at an input frequency f = 50 kHz, and V0 = 0.23 V measured at the

highest gain point Q in air. At this operating point the voltage swing is Vin,p−p =

Vout,p−p = 0.5 V but there is no signal matching since the Dirac voltage is too

large. As it was illustrated in �gure 2.3.4b at the point M in order match the

signals. Since the point M is not very close to point Q the signal matching can

be realized only at the expense of the loss of the voltage gain, as shown in �gure

2.3.8b. At the point Q Av = −3.5 which can be calculated from the sine-wave

the input and output signals shown in �gure 2.3.8b. Comparing the square-wave

signals of the inverter operating at the points Q and M a reduction in the voltage

swing can be noticed, Vin,p−p = Vout,p−p = 0.12 V. In such a condition it is possible

to have the signal matching in air but the voltage swing is suppressed.
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Figure 2.3.9: Vacuum transfer curves and voltage gain of the inverter with GFETs
exhibiting large Dirac voltages in air [30].

With such samples it is necessary to shift the Dirac point to zero to remove

the signal mismatch at the highest gain point and obtain su�ciently large voltage

swing. It was �nd out that this can be done by keeping the devices in vacuum at a

pressure of 10−5 mbar for approximately 1 day before starting the measurements.

Even though the graphene channel is fully covered, desorption of impurities in

vacuum takes place due to the di�usion of molecules at the interface between

graphene and aluminum. After 1 day in high vacuum the charge neutrality point

reaches approximately V0 = 0. The Dirac point will stay at zero even if the

pressure is afterward increased to 200 mbar.

Figure 2.3.9 shows the DC transfer curve of the previously investigated device

(V0 = 0.23 V) at di�erent supply voltages but this time at a pressure p = 200

mbar. As it can be seen at the Q point the input and output signals are equal in

vacuum. However, it was also found that the voltage reduces by 18% in vacuum;

i.e., it reduced from ∼ 3.5 to approximately ∼ 2.9 at VDD = 2.5 V. This could be

explained by di�erent shift of the Dirac points of the two GFETs in the inverter.

The matching between the digital signals at low pressure is illustrated in

�gure 2.3.10a where VDD = 2.5 V and f = 50 kHz. It can also be noticed that

the voltage swing is now large enough to allow to distinguish between the logic

levels (Vin,p−p = Vout,p−p = 0.5 V) since the voltage gain is only slightly reduced

in vacuum. Moreover the highest gain points of two di�erent inverters are close

enough which allows to cascade them at low pressure, shown in �gure 2.3.10b

(VDD = 2.5 V). This demonstrates that it is possible not only to match and
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3.10: (a) Digital signal matching and (b) cascading of graphene logic
gates performed at low pressure [30].

cascade di�erent graphene inverters with small Dirac voltages but also with large

Dirac voltages. The only di�erence is that in the �rst case this was obtained

under ambient conditions while in the second case at reduced pressure.

2.4 Graphene ultra-high speed circuits

All previously fabricated devices pave the way for the realization of realistic

graphene digital circuits. Due to the over-unity voltage gain in graphene in-

verters it was possible to realize graphene digital logic gates capable of matching

the input and output signals which led to cascading of di�erent stages, that is the

main prerequisite for digital electronics. Moreover it has to be underlined that

all these results were obtained under ambient conditions which is important in

realistic scenarios. But as it was described previously graphene digital inverters

cannot compete directly with Si CMOS logic gates due to static power dissipation

issues.

Recently digital systems operating at extremely high frequency (EHF), typi-

cally f > 100 GHz, have become relevant due to the rapid progress of wireless,

�ber optics and space communications which need signal processing at ultra-high

data transfer rates (typically >100 Gbit/s) [12]. A special class of digital circuits

based on III-V HBTs has been developed in order to perform data conversion at

the transmitting or receiving side of a serial EHF lines. After data conversion the

signals can be processed at smaller clock rates by a low power conventional silicon

CMOS logic. Graphene could emerge as a contender in EHF electronics due to

its large charge carrier mobility and probably replace InP which currently domi-

nates the high-speed electronics. For instance, the fastest ECL gates have similar
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Figure 2.4.1: (a) Drain current as a function of the top-gate voltage for di�erent
back-gate voltages of a single GFET biased with VD = 50 mV, (b) the linear shift
of the Dirac voltage V0 as a function of the back-gate voltage.

power dissipation and voltage swing as the fabricated graphene logic gates. How-

ever several improvements have to be made in order to replace InP with graphene

in EHF electronics.

2.4.1 Oxide capacitance

In order to fabricated of high-frequency grahene logic circuits it is necessary to

reduce as much as possible all parasitics components and increase as much as

possible the control of the charge carriers inside the channel of the GFETs. High

of the transconductance should also lead to high voltage gain. With that purpose

I spent three months at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to study

the oxide capacitance of the thin aluminum oxide layer used in our top-gated

GFETs.

The top-gate oxide capacitance of the AlOx/Al gate stack can be found from

the transfer curves of the GFETs measured at the di�erent values of the back-

gate voltage VBG, as shown in �gure 2.4.1a. It can be seen that the Dirac voltage

shifts to lower values of VGS by increasing VBG. In particular the Dirac voltage V0

exhibits a linear dependence on the back-gate voltage as shown in �gure 2.4.1b.

From the slope of the linear plot and the capacitance equation Q = CV , the

top-gate capacitance is

CG = Cox = −CBG
4VBG
4V0

(2.4.1)

which gives CG/CBG = 121.2. The fabricated device has a back-gate oxide made

of 300 nm of SiO2 with a dielectric constant εr,SiO2 = 3.9 which leads to a back-
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gate capacitance per unit area CBG = ε0εr,SiO2/tSiO2 = 11.5nF/cm2. The top-gate

capacitance per unit area is then Cox = CG = 121.2CBG = 1.39 µF/cm2.

The measurements of the capacitance were performed at AC frequencies

C =
I

2πfVAC
(2.4.2)

where I is the amplitude of the AC current passing through the structure, f

is frequency of the AC signal and VAC is the magnitude of the measured AC

voltage. In practice the capacitance is obtained from the AC impedance of the

device by applying an AC voltage and measuring the resulting AC current and

voltage at the impedance. Such measurements take into account series or parallel

resistances associated to the capacitance.

Usually the frequency of the AC signal is in the between 10 kHz and 10 MHz

and the DC voltage is used to drive the MOS structure from the accumulation

region to the inversion passing from the depletion region. In case of GFETs the

results of the CV measurements are di�erent since graphene is a semi-metal and

it undergoes an ambipolar transition without the depletion of the carriers.

In order to perform the measurements correctly it is important to calibrate

the CV meter in order to de-embed capacitances of the cables, probes, and chuck

of the probe station. This was done by measuring an open and short circuit.

Then the back of the chip is connected to ground together with the source and

drain contacts and the bias is applied at the gate electrode. In this way, the gate

capacitance of the GFET was obtained, as illustrated in �gure 2.4.2, using an AC

signal at a frequency of 200 kHz with an amplitude of 0.1 V in parallel con�gura-

tion. In fact at this frequency the reactance of the capacitor was relatively large

(>10 kΩ) and therefore the parallel resistance becomes more signi�cant than the

series resistance. The gate capacitance is given by

CG =
CqCox
Cq + Cox

(2.4.3)

and it represents the series of the oxide capacitance Cox of the top-gate and the

quantum capacitance of graphene Cq (section 1.3.3). The value of the graphene

quantum capacitance is low and comparable to the capacitance of a thin gate oxide

close to the Dirac point. However, far away from the Dirac point it assumes very

large values. For this reason the quantum capacitance a�ects the gate capacitance

only in the proximity of the Dirac point, while away from it the gate capacitance

is dominated only by the oxide capacitance Cox. The oxide capacitance shown

in �gure 1.3.12 is obtained by dividing the measured gate capacitance CG by the
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Figure 2.4.2: CV measurements performed on a graphene transistors with a very
thin aluminum oxide gate electrode.

product of the channel width W and length L. Its value is accurate only far

away from the Dirac point where the in�uence of Cq is negligible. The oxide

capacitance obtained in this way is approximately 1.4 µF/cm2 which is very close

to the value obtained by the Dirac shift voltage method (�gure 2.4.1a and 2.4.1b).

The obtained result can be compared to the typical value of the oxide capaci-

tance of the standard 65 nm Si MOSFET in which the capacitance per unit area

is Cox = 1.77 µF/cm2 [26]. The very thin aluminum oxide layer allows to reach

the value of the oxide capacitance of the Si technology and exceed the typical

oxide capacitance reported for graphene transistors [26]. Therefore this type of

gate represents a good choice for the realization of realist graphene digital circuits

since it allows a good control over the carriers in the channel.

2.4.2 Graphene ring oscillators

Even though of the cut-o� frequencies fT above 100 GHz [8] have been reported for

a single GFET there are still no demonstrations of high-speed graphene digital

circuits, mainly because fT is just a measure of the internal transistor delays

rather than delays in realistic digital circuits. The most important circuits in

digital electronics are the ring oscillators (ROs) which are made by connecting

an odd number of inverters so that the output of one inverter is the input of

the next inverter, �gure 2.4.3a [12]. This creates a loop which makes the RO

unstable and leads to oscillations at high frequency if the inverters are identical.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4.3: (a) Circuit diagram and correspond (b) optical microscope image
of one of the fabricated ring oscillators with channel length L = 1 µm [12].

In particular each inverter must exhibit an over-unity voltage gain and be able to

match the input and output signals. Also the on-state resistance of the GFETs in

an inverter should be as low as possible to allow a fast charge and discharge of the

gate capacitance of the next stage. The oscillation frequency fO in ROs is smaller

than the cut-o� frequency fT since it represents a direct measure of the delay in

realistic scenarios. For this reason ROs represent the standard electronic circuits

used to test the ultimate performances (in terms of frequency) of the digital logic

families.

In the past ROs have been fabricated with other two-dimensional materials

such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1, 7] and exfoliated MoS2 [42] but not with

graphene. The oscillation frequency in CNTs and MoS2 was limited by large

values of the on-state resistances to fO = 52 MHz (CNT) and fO = 1.6 MHz

(MoS2). Graphene has the possibility to reach higher frequencies due to its larger

mobility which results in small on resistance and it can also be fabricated by

simpler methods on a wafer scale.

The circuit schematic of one of the fabricated integrated graphene ring oscil-

lators is shown in �gure 2.4.3a [12]. The �rst three inverters are cascaded in a

loop, forming the RO. The output of the third inverter is connected to the input
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of the fourth inverter, which is a of bu�er stage used to decouple the RO from the

measurement equipment connected to the output. Di�erently from conventional

integrated circuits, in which there is only a single line for the ground and the sup-

ply voltage, here there are two ground and three VDD lines. This was mainly done

in order to avoid an additional lithographic step (for the realization of the overlap

area between the DC lines) which could introduce additional contamination.

The ROs were fabricated starting from graphene monolayers grown by chem-

ical vapor deposition on Cu foils, using CH4 as a gas precursor, and then trans-

ferred to SiO2/Si substrates with the metalized back which was used it as a global

back-gate. Graphene stripes with a widthW = 10µm were de�ned by (EBL) and

reactive ion etching, followed by the fabrication of gate contacts by EBL. The

top-gates were created by evaporating 45 nm of Al, 2 nm of Ti and 13 nm of Au.

Gold termination was used to realize a good ohmic contacts between the gates

of one stage and the source and drain contacts of the next stage. This is visible

on the right-hand side of the image in �gure 2.4.3b. Without gold termination

aluminum will oxidize also on the top side and prevent a good contact between

the inverters in the RO. The internal (as opposed to external) connections be-

tween the inverters reduce signi�cantly the parasitic capacitances and therefore

increase the oscillation frequency of the circuit. The evaporation of the gates was

made under tilt so that the evaporated material forms smooth slopes instead of

abrupt edges. This helps the formation of good ohmic contacts since it increases

the contact area between the electrodes of di�erent inverters. In the last step

source and drain contacts were patterned. They consist of 75 nm of Au in order

to decrease the contact resistance and increase the voltage gain. In this way the

contact resistance was reduced to approximately 2 kΩ · µm. As it can be seen

in �gure 2.4.3b this time it was not possible to fully cover the graphene channel

since the top surface of the gates is terminated with a conductive layer, and that

introduced unwanted access resistances which reduce the voltage gain. Graphene

ROs were realized using graphene transistors with di�erent channel lengths, 1

µm, 2 µm and 3µm, keeping constant the access lengths La = 0.5 µm.

As demonstrated in the previous sections, the complementary operation of the

inverters is obtained between the Dirac points of the GFETs in the inverters when

a supply voltage VDD > 0 is applied. All fabricated GFETs exhibited V0 > 0.2 V

under ambient conditions, stemming for p-doping of the channel. Non-zero Dirac

voltages imply mismatch between the input and output signals at the highest

gain point of the inverter which, as a consequence, reduce the voltage swing in

multistage graphene digital circuits. For this reason a positive back-gate voltage
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Figure 2.4.4: Output voltage and voltage gain in function of the input voltage of
the bu�er inverter [12].

(for V0 > 0) has to be applied in order to shift the Dirac point back to zero and

match the signals of di�erent inverters. ROs with three stages were chosen to

realize since they oscillate at the highest frequency. However, they also require

the highest voltage gain (|Av| ≥ 2).

In order to check whether inverters in fabricated ROs satisfy this requirement

it was not necessary to fabricate separate inverters since the gain can be measured

on the last stage which is not a part of the RO. The input of the fourth inverter can

be accessed by supplying voltage VDD1 to the inverters that form the ring, which

is di�erent from the supply VDD of this inverter. Due to the circuit symmetry the

signal that arrives at the top-gate of the last inverter is VIN ≈ VDD1/2, and the

transfer curve can be obtained varying VDD1. Figure 2.4.4 shows the measured

transfer curve and the voltage gain of the bu�er stage biased with VDD = 2.5 V.

This plot also demonstrates that the back-gate voltage is capable of shifting the

Dirac point to zero achieving the signal matching and voltage gain |Av| > 4 at

the point Q. Therefore the fabricated ROs satis�es conditions for oscillation.

The oscillation frequency of ROs depends on the gate delays of the inverters

in the loop as
1

fO
= 2

n∑
i=1

τi (2.4.4)

where τi is the gate delay of the i-th inverter. Assuming that all transistors are

identical with the same rise and fall delays τ , the expression for the oscillation

frequency of a RO with identical inverters (without the bu�ering stage) simpli�es
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4.5: (a) Output signals and (b) power spectra of the best performing
fabricated bu�ered ring oscillators showing the best performances, measured for
di�erent gate lengths at the same supply voltage VDD = 2.5 V. The second
harmonic of the medium RO is located exactly in the position of the �rst harmonic
of the small RO [12].

to

fO =
1

2πτ
= fO,max. (2.4.5)

Using a model in which the inverters do not reach the steady state before they

are triggered again, the gate delay τ can be expressed as

τ ∝ CG−1
D (2.4.6)

where GD is the sum of the extrinsic drain conductances of the transistors that

form the inverter and C is the parasitic capacitance that loads the inverter. This

load comes mainly from the gate capacitance CG of the next stage, i.e., C ≈ 3CG,

where CG ≈ WLCox.
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The fabricated ROs have a bu�er stage which introduces an additional ca-

pacitive load to the last inverter of the ring which has a fan-out N = 2 (FO2)

which reduces the oscillation frequency fO. In order to minimize the parasitic

capacitive load of the bu�er stage the output was connected to the oscilloscope

via an active probe with a capacitance of 0.8 pF (bandwidth of 4 GHz). The mea-

surement performed under ambient conditions on di�erent ring oscillators with

the bu�ering stage are shown in �gure 2.4.5. This is the �rst demonstration of

graphene digital integrated circuits operating at gigahertz frequencies. All out-

put signals in this �gure were obtained by applying a supply voltage VDD = 3.5

V. During the measurements the back-gate voltage was used to shift the Dirac

points of the logic gates to zero so that the oscillations can start. In particular it

was measured in large ROs (L = 3 µm and W = 20 µm) a maximum oscillation

frequency fO = 350 MHz and a voltage swing Vp−p = 0.284 V at VBG = 34 V, in

medium ROs (L = 2 µm and W = 10 µm) fO = 618 MHz and Vp−p = 0.208 V at

VBG = 5 V and in small ROs (L = 1 µm and W = 10 µm) fO = 1.22 GHz and

Vp−p = 0.136 V at VBG = 50 V.

Figure 2.4.5b shows the respective power spectra of the small and medium

ROs. Many graphene ring oscillators of di�erent dimensions were fabricated and

the oscillation frequencies were in the range 284 MHz < fO < 350 MHz for large

ROs, 504MHz < fO < 750MHz for medium ROs and 1GHz < fO < 1.28GHz for

the small ROs. The variation of fO is due to small di�erences of the overlap area

of the internal connections between inputs and outputs of the inverters which

in�uences fO through the total drain conductance GD.

As the channel length of the GFETs the ROs is reduced the capacitances

and resistances of the channel are reduced and as a consequence fO is increased.

Knowing the value of the oxide capacitance Cox and the dimensions of the tran-

sistor (W and L) it is possible to �nd the gate capacitances which in�uence the

gate delay. They are CG = 0.84 pF, CG = 0.28 pF and CG = 0.14 pF for large,

medium and small ROs respectively. However while fO is increasing by decreas-

ing the channel length L the amplitude of the output signal is decreasing. This

is mainly due to the signal �ltering by the low-pass �lter present at the output of

the bu�er stage. This last stage is loaded by the capacitance of the measurements

equipment CL that can be expressed as

CL = CA + COUT (2.4.7)

where CA is the capacitance of the active probe and COUT is the parasitic capac-

itance of the on-chip pad, connected to the output of the last stage. It was found
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4.6: (a) Output signal of unbu�ered large RO and (b) bu�ered medium
and small ROs at the same supply voltage showing the highest voltage swings
measured [12].

CL = 20 pF. The bandwidth of the bu�er inverter is then

f−3dB =
1

2π (RON ‖ ROFF )CL
∼ 30 MHz. (2.4.8)

Unbu�ered large ROs (comprised of only three inverters) were also fabricated

and measured to evaluate the e�ect of the measurement equipment on the os-

cillation frequency. The output signal in this case is shown in �gure 2.4.6a at

VDD = 3.5 V and VBG = 160 V. Typical oscillation frequencies were in the range

17 MHz < fO < 25 MHz which is well below the range of large bu�ered ROs.

This is due to the fact that the last inverter of a RO is not loaded by the gate

capacitance of the bu�er stage, CL ≈ 3CG = 2.52 pF, but by the much larger

capacitance CL = 20 pF, given by equation (2.4.7). However, as the oscillation

frequency is very close to the bandwidth, the voltage swing is larger than in

bu�ered ROs, Vp−p = 0.57 V (see �gure 2.4.6a). In this case the voltage swing is

16.2% of the supply voltage which is smaller than the result obtained in section

2.3.1 but still larger than the swing in ECL gates. By comparison the highest

voltage swing was reduced to 12.2% and 5% of VDD in medium and small ROs

respectively (2.4.6b). For this reason it is important to minimize the parasitic

components of the measurement equipment in order to obtain signals of reason-

ably large voltage swings.

All ring oscillators reported in �gure 2.4.5a were operated under ambient

conditions at back-gate voltages which means that the single GFETs exhibited

small Dirac voltages. It was also found that ROs with VBG < 100 V exhibited a
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4.7: (a) Total current (sum of the currents of four inverters) as a function
of the back gate voltage of a RO with high Dirac voltages and (b) drift of the
transfer curves of the corresponding bu�er inverter [12].

long-term stability. This was not the case in samples with large Dirac voltages in

which it was not possible to keep the Dirac point at zero voltage with a constant

VBG. Figure 2.4.7a shows a typical back-gated transfer curve recorded during the

measurements on a ring oscillator with a large Dirac voltage. The measurements

started by applying VBG = 0 (point A). Then the back-gate voltage was swept to

point B (VBG = −50 V) and then to point C (VBG = 200 V) were the oscillations

started. During the oscillation the total current of the four inverters increased to

point D detuning the RO due to the fact that the Dirac points moved to higher

values. This demonstrates the short-term stability of the ROs with large Dirac

voltages. In order to restore the oscillation the entire cycle was repeated. The

shift of the Dirac voltage can be observed in �gure 2.4.7b where transfer curves of

the bu�er inverter where measured at di�erent intervals of time. Higher the back-

gate voltage required for the oscillation shorter the stability of the RO (faster the

shift of the transfer curve). This shift introduces the mismatch between the input

and output signals of the inverters which stops the oscillation after a certain time.

All measurements were performed at room temperature and the samples re-

quiring low back-gate voltages exhibited long-term stability. The devices with

large Dirac voltages (operated at VBG > 100 V) required reduction in exposure

to air in order to achieve an acceptable level of stability. This could be done

by measuring the ROs in vacuum since under such conditions Dirac points of

the GFETs shift to zero, as demonstrated in section 2.3.3. Howe very this was

not attempted because the vacuum is not a standard operating environment of

the electronic circuits. In order to increase the stability of the digital circuits
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Figure 2.4.8: Power spectrum of the output signal of a medium ring oscillator at
di�erent values of the supply voltages[12].

measurements were performed at room temperature under a N2 �ux.

In conventional ROs the supply voltage VDD strongly in�uences the oscilla-

tion frequency fO and this can represent a serious problem in complex digital

circuits. In fact a large number of transistors and increased power consumption

place increased demand on the voltage supply causing it to �uctuate. This have

negative e�ect on the operation of digital logic gates and also reduce their noise

performance [12]. Figure 2.4.8 shows the power spectrum of the output signal of

a medium bu�ered graphene RO at supply voltages in the range from 2.1 V to

3.5 V causing a variation of fO from 645 MHz to 700 MHz. VDD did not change

only the oscillation frequency but also the voltage swing which is higher at higher

supply voltages due to larger voltage gain of the inverters. The increase of the os-

cillation frequency is due to increase of the total drain conductance of the GFETs

at higher VDD since fO ∝ GD. It was found that fO has an average variation with

the supply voltage of approximately 5.6%f 0/V . The fabricated graphene ROs

are not so sensitive to the �uctuations of the supply voltage as Si CMOS ROs.

These �uctuations with the supply voltage are 7, 21, and 51 time larger in case

of Si, CNTs and MoS2 respectively. The insensitivity to power supply �uctuation

is important in applications where the frequency stability is required such as for

clock generation in high-speed digital electronics.

The obtained results demonstrate the �rst wafer-scale graphene ROs operating

at room temperature under ambient conditions. The fabricated devices oscillated

at the highest reported frequency for any low-dimensional transistor material with
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voltage swing exceeding that of InP ECL gates, the fastest logic family. Although

this is an important step in the applications of graphene in digital electronics, it

should be noted that GFETs cannot compete with silicon logic FETS in terms of

static power dissipation. For instance, ID/W ≈ 100 nA/µm at VDD = 0.75 V in

22 nm [17] while ID/W ≈ 270 µA/µm at V DD = 2.5 V in the fabricated GFETs

where ID is the static drain current. The only advantage of graphene ROs with

respect Si CMOS ROs is represented by the smaller sensitivity to the variations

of the supply voltage, even though this is a consequence of the reduced voltage

swing.

2.4.3 Stand-alone graphene frequency mixers

The use of graphene in electronics has been limited to niche applications such as

frequency mixing for which an over-unity gain is not required. However without

the possibility to amplify signals it is not possible to generate oscillating signals.

For that reason the graphene mixers which have been realized so far used an

external local oscillator (LO) in order to make the frequency conversion. The

fabricated graphene ROs could be used in analogue applications for eliminat-

ing a need for an external LO. In this way graphene ROs could be used in the

modulation and generation of oscillating signals forming a stand-alone graphene

frequency mixers.

The result of super-imposing RF signal can be seen in �gure 2.4.9 showing

the power spectrum of the output signal at a supply voltage VDD = 2.5 V with

VBG = 166 V where the signal frequencies are fRF = 25 MHz and fLO = 292

MHz. As can be seen in the �gure, there is the contribution of the signal of

the RO at the frequency fLO and the product between the RF and LO signals

that results in the intermediate frequencies fLO ± fRF . The device can work

also as a harmonic mixer if larger amplitude of the RF signal is used. In this

case intermediate frequencies lfLO ±mfRF will be generated, where l and m are

integers. In �gure 2.4.9 a conversion loss of 19.6 dB at an oscillator power of -18.5

dBm and radio-frequency power of -34.3 dBm is obtained. The conversion losts

could be reduced by applying the RF signal through an additional inverter, which

will also suppress the in�uence of the oscillator signal on the radio-frequency port.

In this way the �rst stand-alone graphene mixers were realized demonstrating

the versatility of the fabricated ROs. This shows that graphene can �nd imme-

diate applications in RF (microwave) electronics. RF circuits consist of voltage

ampli�ers, oscillators and mixers. The demonstration of the �rst graphene ROs

operating under ambient conditions opens a possibility to realize all-graphene
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Figure 2.4.9: Power spectrum of the input radio-frequency signal (RF) and output
signal (OUT) of the fabricated stand-alone graphene frequency mixer [12].

microwave circuits.

2.4.4 Scaling of graphene ROs

In order to further increase the oscillation frequency of graphene ROs it is nec-

essary to scale GFETs to sub-micron gate lengths. High frequency operation

requires low resistances R and capacitances C since fO ∝ 1/τ ∝ 1/RC. The gate

delay is the result of di�erent contributions and can be expressed as

τ = R0CG =

(
RS

L

W
+ 2

RSLa
W

+
RC

W

)
WLCox (2.4.9)

where R0 is the resistance at the Dirac point, CG is the gate capacitance, RS

is the sheet resistance, La is the access length and RC is the contact resistance.

As the dimensions of the channel length of the GFETs that form the inverters

are reduced the capacitances and resistances of the channel become smaller and

as a consequence fO is increased. In order to achieve even higher frequencies

the length of the line interconnections were reduced in order to obtain smaller

parasitic resistances and capacitances. The ungated part of the channel was

reduced by fabricating devices with smaller access length which increases both

the voltage gain and the oscillation frequency. The reduction of the channel

width reduces the parasitics capacitances but it also increases the channel and

contact resistance. For this reason the best way to increase the speed of ROs is

to decreases the channel length.
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Figure 2.4.10: (a) Power spectra of ROs with sub-micron graphene channel
lengths of 0.9 µm, 0.8 µm and 0.7 µm, (b) output signal of the two smallest
submicron bu�ered ROs.

With all these changes the fabricated bu�ered graphene ROs reached higher

oscillation frequencies shown in �gure 2.4.10a. In particular, reducing the channel

width to W = 5 µm, the access length to La = 0.25 µm and applying a supply

voltage VDD = 2.5 V, it was possible to achieve fO = 3.16 GHz for L = 0.9 µm,

fO = 3.5 GHz for L = 0.8 µm and fO = 3.66 GHz for L = 0.9 µm. However, in

all these cases the voltage swing at the output is very small, Vp−p ∼ 10 mV. Such

a small swing is a consequence of the limited bandwidth of the bu�er inverter as

discussed before. Here this bandwidth is higher (∼ 300 MHz) because the load

capacitance CL was reduced by reducing the on-chip pad area. However, even

such increased bandwidth is not high enough to eliminate the suppression of the

measured high frequency signals.

Figure 2.4.11a show how the frequency of the fabricated bu�ered graphene

ROs scale with 1/L for three di�erent types of design. It would be expected that

oscillation frequency fO scales with 1/L2 due to the fact the both the resistance

and the capacitance of the channel scale L. However, since the parasitic com-

ponents due to the contact resistance (that scales with 1/W) and the parasitic

resistances and capacitances of the interconnects do not scale, fO only scales with

1/L.

FO1 (which is the fan out that describes the number of gates attached at the

output) gate delay of the realized ROs is plotted as a function of the channel

length of the GFETs in �gure 2.4.11b. A direct comparison with conventional

Si CMOS gates is also shown. The fabricated devices follows the same trend

as Si CMOS and most of them exhibit almost identical gate delay at the same
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4.11: (a) The oscillation frequency fO as a function of 1/L and the
channel length L and (b) FO1 gate delay in function of L.
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channel lengths. However, ROs with W = 5 µm exhibit even smaller gate delays

compared to Si CMOS, although they cannot compete with Si CMOS in terms

of static power consumption.

2.5 Conclusions

From its discovery graphene has been considered to be the material of the future

that could replace silicon in state-of-the-art MOSFETs. However, due to the

absence of a band-gap, graphene has not been used in realistic electronic circuits,

but mainly in niche analog applications which do not require signal ampli�cation.

Previously to this work none of the fabricated graphene devices were capable of

signal ampli�cation. In order to e�ectively prove that graphene could replace

silicon, realistic graphene electronic circuits exhibiting such ampli�cation have to

be realized.

The extremely high mobility of charge carriers in graphene at room tem-

perature makes this material suitable for applications in high-speed electronics.

GFETs exhibiting an over-unity intrinsic voltage gain are required for the real-

ization of more complex graphene circuits and for this reason graphene voltage

ampli�ers were �rstly investigated. They were obtained by using a very thin top-

gate dielectric that allowed the realization of graphene complementary inverters,

on single graphene �akes, with a high voltage gain (>10 dB) at room tempera-

ture. The AlOx gate dielectric and the complete coverage of the channel increased

the control over the charge carriers and eliminates the access resistances, allow-

ing to reach high voltage gains Av. This result reported the highest voltage gain

obtained at room temperature for any kind of graphene ampli�ers realized until

that time.

Such graphene devices could be used as the main building block of both analog

and digital electronics. However graphene cannot compete directly with conven-

tional silicon CMOS logic inverters which are capable of reaching a voltage swing

of 100% of the supply voltage, compared to ∼ 20% for the fabricated graphene

devices. It is also di�cult to reach a saturation region of the drain current in

GFETs, in which the output conductance is minimized, allowing to have large

voltage gains. It was shown that the demonstrated technology is not scalable

since it is based on graphene �akes obtained by mechanical exfoliation and it

su�ers from large static power dissipation due to the impossibility to turn-o� the

graphene transistors.

The fabrication of graphene ampli�ers represents only the �rst step in the
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realization of realistic graphene digital circuits. The ampli�ers were also used as

digital logic gates at room temperature by applying the square-wave signal at the

input. High values of the voltage gain in digital applications are required in order

to distinguish between the two logic levels and to match the input and output

signals. In this case it was not possible to obtain the matching between the input

and output signals even though it was possible to distinguish the two logic levels.

It was found that the mismatch between the signals is equal to the voltage at the

Dirac point of the unbiased GFETs. Typically, charge neutrality points were far

away from zero, showing a p-type doping in air, due to the adsorption of ambient

impurities on graphene prior to the fabrication. In order to match the signals it

was necessary to fabricate GFETs with Dirac points close to zero.

All fabricated graphene voltage ampli�ers were realized using mechanically

exfoliated graphene which is not a scalable technology. In order to solve the prob-

lem of the scalability of complementary graphene inverters it was necessary to use

large-scale graphene �lms grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Graphene

monolayers, provided by the group of Prof. Eric Pop from the Stanford University,

where grown by CVD on Cu foils with a CH4 precursor. They were transferred to

SiO2/Si substrates and integrated into graphene digital complementary inverters.

Such a wafer-scale material allowed to achieved a weak saturation regime of the

drain current and large voltage gain (AV = −5.3). This is the highest gain re-

ported for large-area monolayer graphene under ambient conditions in top-gated

GFETs. It was demonstrated that by using GFETs with V0 < 0.2 V in digital

logic gates, with su�ciently large voltage gain, signal matching can be obtained.

The voltage swing of the input and output signals was Vin,p−p = Vout,p−p = 0.56

V. The same result was achieved even in GFETs with V0 > 0.2 V but perform-

ing the measurement in vacuum. The lower pressure reduced only the voltage

gain due to a di�erent shift of the Dirac points of the GFETs that form the

inverter. The fabricated graphene inverters were capable of reaching a voltage

swing of 22.4% of the power supply, since GFETs cannot be turned-o� in both

logic states. Graphene logic gates could compete with high-frequency emitter

coupled logic (ECL) gates in which the voltage swing is only 15% of the supply

voltage. Replacing the typical materials that are used in the state-of-the-art of

ECL gates with graphene, which has a higher mobility, it would be possible to

reach even higher frequencies.

At the DC operating point that lies in between the highest gain points of two

inverters (in which they exhibit|Av| > 4) the over-unity voltage gain is maintained

in both inverters and as a consequence cascade connection can be realized, with
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the correct logic levels. In this way it was possible to trigger one stage with

another under ambient conditions, a result that has never been achieved before

at any temperature.. This paves the way for the realization of realistic graphene

digital circuits in which static power dissipation is not an issue. The very thin

aluminum oxide layer allowed to reach the same oxide capacitance as in the 65

nm gate length Si CMOS which exceeds the typical oxide capacitance reported

for graphene transistors. This provides a very good control over the carriers in

the channel.

The most important circuits in digital electronics are the ring oscillators (ROs)

which are made by connecting an odd number of inverters so that the output of

one inverter is connected to the input of the next inverter. ROs represent the

perfect device to test the ultimate performances limits of a given technology.

The previously demonstrated graphene logic gates were used in the realization of

graphene ROs. This was the �rst demonstration of graphene digital integrated

circuits operating at gigahertz frequencies. It was also demonstrated that as

the channel length of the GFETs in the ROs is reduced the capacitances and

resistances of the channel are reduced and as a consequence fO is increased.

Reducing the parasitic capacitances and resistances it was possible to reach, at

the channel length L = 0.7µm, a maximum oscillation frequency of 3.66 GHz. It

was demonstrated that fO only scales with 1/L even though both the resistance

and the capacitance of the channel scale with L. This is because the contact

resistance (that scales with 1/W ) and the parasitic resistances and capacitances

of the interconnects do not scale. It was found that the fabricated ROs exhibited

even smaller gate delays compared to Si CMOS at the same gate length. Another

advantage of graphene ROs was that they had a smaller sensitivity to the power

supply �uctuations compared to silicon CMOS ROs.

Graphene digital circuits cannot directly compete with Si CMOS circuits due

to larger power consumption. However, graphene could replace InP in high-

frequency electronics due to its higher mobility but for this to happen further

technological advances are needed.
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